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Rainy Days and Mondays 
Tnic wettk't intense, »xc«*iiv« rain ha* coaxed umbrellas to open like 
mushrooms «n a forest floor after a downpour and rivulet* of water to swell the (treat*' gullies. In a woodsy letting'at the Humanities Research Center, Sigrid Weinstock (I), count* umbrellat/and raindrop* 
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Fair Local Trial 
For Ex-Regent 
Said Impossible 
's Name 
Do^ g^ tt Favors Minority Appointment to Paroles Board 
" ' be reappointed." Senate. .-••"• 
However; Doggett told Greenhill Doggett, a member of the Joint 
Legislative Committee on Prison 
Reform, urged Greenhill to consider 
replacing Skelton with the board's 
- -«-rv- .—greAe 'Court Chief 
JusticeJote ^feenhillwithdrew Mon-
-<iay , ^sSoitjination of William 
Skelton to the Board of Pardons and 
oles. after Austin Sen. Lloyd 
gett failed to concur last week in 
he reappointment. 
^ Greenhill said Skelton had visited 
fiim,j; and • * 'in, "view of the 
developments', requested; that I 
withdrawhis name." \Vy' 
• .Hie.chief justice called Skelton 'a 
person of high moral character it 
" Was my opinion that he deserved to 
last week h? would oppose the 
nomirationbecause "new leadership 
on the board is necessary to resolve 
the difficult problems confronting 
our criminal justice system in Tex­
as." 
Skelton, 67, was first appointed to 
the Board of Pardons arid Paroles in 
1957 by then Chief Justice Robert W:. 
Calvert. Skelton will continue as the 
board's chairman until a ne\y ap­
pointment- is confirmed by the 
S6M9BSS5V' 
first appointment of a minority. 
"Given the high minority popula­
tion in our correctional institutions*, 
it is most unfortunate that there are 
no minority representatives on the 
.board and only one in any super­
visory position as a board employe," 
•Doggett wrote Greenhill. 
Meanwhile,, the National Council 
Rate Increases 
on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) 
commended Doggett ior blocking 
Skelton's reappointment. Texas 
NCCD Director John Albach said the 
senator's action "offers Justice 
Greenhill an opportunity to 
nominate a new and progressive 
member to .the parole board. Such an 
action is an important first step 
down the long road toward reform of 
the criminal justice system in Tex­
as." 
Albach, who also has been staff 
director for the; prison reform com-
mit'tee.also encouraged Greenhill to 
appoint a minority member to the 
boardV 
"The parole board's insensitivity 
is partially the result of its lack of 
minority representation on the board 
itself." 
By STEVE OLAFSON 
Texan Staff Writer 
Five persons testified Monday that 
former University Regent Frank C. 
• Erwin cannot receive a fair trial in 
Travis County on a driving while in­
toxicated charge. 
The hearing will resume at 9 a.m. 
Tuesday to decide whether the trial will 
be moved outside the county because of 
pretrial publicity. 
Four of the five who said a fair trial is 
-impossible are admitted friends of 
Erwin while the other. University Prof. 
Clifton Grubbs, is an avowed adversary. 
The other four are Joe Roddy, news 
director of KTBCr attorney Joe Long; 
James Banks^public relations director 
for the Texas Railroad Association and 
J.C. Kellum, radio station KLBJ presi­
dent. 
Those testifying that a fair trial is 
possible in Travis County were Richard 
Goodman, KVUE news director , Marsha 
McKuen, KVUE reporter; John Sutton, 
Austin American Statesman reporter; 
Doug Matthews, KTW news director; 
and Buck Harvey, The Daily Texan 
editor. 
MORE THAN four hours of testimony 
was heard Monday before Judge Brock 
Jones in County"Court in what observors 
have said is the longest change of venue 
trial for a misdemeanor in memory. Roy 
Q. Minton, Erwin's attorney, predicted 
the hearing will conclude "late 
Tuesday after a total of 50 witnesses 
testify. 
Roddy, Matthews and Goodman were 
questioned extensively on their choice of 
words on their Oct. S broadcasts dealing 
with Erwin. A11 three read the court the 
scripts they used concerning Erwin's 
arrest. 
Goodman's use of the terms "busted" 
when recounting the arrest and "gotten 
out of" when describing Erwin's seven 
past acquittals-on'traffic charges was 
pointed out by-attorney Charles Burton 
as prejudicial, Goodman, who Erwin has 
criticized in. the .past, said KVUE 
reporters were aggressive but not un­
fair. He added that the term "busted" 
was accepted as meaning arrest. 
Matthews was asked why he included 
Department of Public Safety statistics 
on accidents caused by drunk drivers in 
(he Erwin story. He said the information 
was not designed to prejudice viewers 
but to inform them. 
Roddy said he thought a fair trial was 
impossible not only in Austin but in Cen­
tral Texas. The veteran newsman said 
Goodman and Matthews' terminology 
and choice of words "was not fair to the : 
defendant." 
Grubbs was the first to testify in the 
hearing. When asked if Erwin could 
receive a fair trial, he said "Of course he 
can't.... I've been his adversary at the • 
University of Texas for the last .10 -
years" Grubbs candidly told the court; ; 
GRUBBS , who tried to censure Erwin -
twice in 1970 after Arts and Sciences 
Dean John Silbert was fired, also said it • 
would be "demogoguery" to hold the • 
trial in Austin. ;; 
Harvey said there was no scheme bii •: 
part of The Texan to present Erwin in a •' 
bad light and.added that the wide publici- .• 
ty he receives is a result of his role as a 
controversial regent. Both Harvey and : 
Sutton read stories from their 
newspapers to the court. 
Minton surprised the court when he . 
said Sen.*0s<ar Mauzy, D-Dallas, was ; 
Erwin's co-counsel. Mauzy was present • 
only briefly duiing the morning session ! 
and did not participate in any of the r 
questioning. His participation in the trial v 
opens the possibility that Erwin could ' 
gain a postponement of the trial if he • 
requested a legislative continuance. -
Under state law a judge can delay a trial' 
until 30 days after the Legislature ad-* 
journs if a lawmaker is representing a i 
defendant. • r 
Erwin, dressed m a black suit, remain--
ed silent during most of the hearing but1 j 
occasionally made whispered comments ; 
to his counsel. He was arrested in the;* 
early morning hours Oct. 8 after alleged-.' 
ly driving the wrong way down a one-way r 
street. The arresting officer described -
his speech as slurred and said his breath e 
was strong. Erwin has clamed that hev 
was not drunk and had been taking 
medication. 
Among Tuesday s prospective 
witnesses are James Colvin, University 
vice-president for business affairs, and 
Harry Ransom. University chancellor 
emeritus. 
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By CHARLES J. LOHRMANN 
Texan Staff Writer 
State Sen. Ron Clower of Garland call-' 
ed on Southwestern Bell Monday to hold 
a moratorium on any rate increases until 
the subcommittee he chairs can com- . 
plete an investigation of the company; ;• 
- Clower, also co-sponsor of a Senate bilK 
to create a public utilities commission, 
said the rate, hikes should be postponed 
Gas^jsgths 
Reason 
Safety Device Failed 
DENVER CITY (UPI) - An oil com-
"Iteny spokesman said Monday the Teak 
dn a pumping station that killed nine per-
-sonswassosmall it failed to trigger an 
; /automatic device designed to prevent the 
^.escape of . dangerous gas. 
?T The Atlantic Richfield Co. spokesman 
* said the company would conduct a full in-
. vestigation of the leak. * • 
'•'A ."It was a terrible accident, and we 
.'must spend many days to make sure we 
know whatcausM it and how to prevent 
anything like this from ever - happening 
again," said Carter Barcus. 
"We have never had aproblem before, 
> -and we certainly were not taking the 
' operation for granted*'' 'Barcus Mid. 
fc>'We have,- an . automatic ;shutoff valve 
frt^hich is activated by a pressure change. 
tv;But for some reason the leak was so 
; minor , that it did .not cause a niajor 
: pressure change, and therefore the 
' ^automatic valve did5 not shut off " 
'' The small leak caused by the failure of -
i -^ safety device in' the wellhead began 
•i « 
; after dark Saturday, and by the time it .> 
>>had. beenr. closed:;,-and?the .cloud of -V* 
*;liydrogen sulfidfe arid caitrti dioxide gas 
•^lispfersed, nine persons nearby had died. 
.. Police equipped with breathing 
devices Sunday morning, found J.C. Pat-' 
ton; 45;j hiS!:Wife. Glenda. 36;•< their 
daughter; Deede, 17; Mrs; Patton's 
parents, J;R, May, 57, and his 56-year-old' 
wife, both of,Arlington; and Mrs. Pat-
ton's • sister • and husband, Alma' L6e:-
"Pete;'-Amerson, 52, and his wife, Edith, 
40, of Portales, N.MT.; and Ciara Peevy, 
14, an oyernigbt guest. 
Steve E. Sparger, 19, an employe of 
Atlantic Richfield who came' to in­
vestigate the leak, was found dead in his 
truck. 
. ,A neighbor of the Pattons, Mrs. Tom, 
Merrill, may have been the first to notice 
the gas; She called Mrs. Patton, who • 
reported the bad smelling gas to police: 
A few. minutes later Mrs. Patton called 
Mrs. Merrill back to say her husband had . 
collasped Then, still later, she called , 
her pastor and'asked him-to pray for her '< 
and her family. 
Police Officer Jim Tucker ^was.'tlie 
first person to reach the Patton home, 
i "The.- Pattons. and their'- guests L 
attempted to get out but just didn't make 
"until the public's confidence in the com­
pany is restored.'.' 
Speaking to the Senate, the chairman 
of a subcommittee on consumer affairs 
said "Ma" Bell's plan to "restructure" 
-intrastate long distance rates is "one of 
the most brazen'examples of greed imf 
aginable." 
These rate changes, according to 
Bell's estimates, would tack $45 million 
annually to Texans' phone bills beginning 
March 1, Clower said. i'i-.. 
. The changes sought by Bell would 
shorten the initial charge time to one 
minute with additional minutes costing 
less. •' 
' Bell spokesmen told Atty. Gen. John 
r Hill the rate hike is needed, to cover cost 
of living increases. Hill has demanded • 
that Bell justify the increase and thus -
has "had to step into a regulatory;' 
vacuum in this area," Clower said. 
Despite Bell's claiips that the in­
creases were justified, Hill said Friday 
he had. information which "cast doubt" "' 
on the necessity of the* rate hike. 
Hill cited his 'previously Unused con­
stitutional authority to 'protect the peo­
ple from unreasonable tolls,'" Clower 
said. 
Vlf it weren t for an imaginative and 
capable attorney . general, this. $45 
million increase would be a fact of life, 
rammed down our throats, justified or* 
not," he said. 
(i- Clower scoffed at statements by Bell 
spokesmen which assert that even if all 
desired rate increases went into effect,' 
.Bell would' still only, make 4 percent of 
v Unfair market value.of-'its.-inveStirieiit^-. 
Asking forgiveness for any cyniefsrti,-? 
^Tiydrogeri^U ^aridc^n"dioxId"e"gas^"hSr-wrfo^SwKand 1 CI°Wf '•^merous. newspaperr 
>.iiM>noi i..j j'j f l ' j„ 7r„[' " reports and a great deal of testimony 
beside their cars, f< ^before the Senate subcommiUee gave, 
i ' ^ reasons to doubt Rell'S -aibijltys's 
-jt ^ ? i. d- Y' l 1 > -'.or desire to figure fair 
rectly;" :' v " 
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The consumer affairs subcommittee 
^staff )iad found a three-minute , call to 
" Kansas City, Birmingham-'op^ AlbtP > 
querque was cheaper than such S call b" < 
• El Paso, which is considerably closer, 
- C|ovyer said 1 ', '? 
t' Citing this and other examples,-Ciow"er 
sald^'thisglvesyou som^idea of ourTn-
"trastatfe1 rates, and these are the rates 
that are going'to be raised another $45" 
million if Bqll has its way," ' 
'TeMs is (he only of^thd I 50 states^ 
with u?,r he added:-'" ^ y 
XWwer'clbsed ^by-^aylnt'^the 64th' 
' legfstature/ sho'Uld give texans' "the 
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—UPI TeUoheto 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President 
Ford sent Congress Monday a $349 billion 
budget qf "honest self denial which 
calls for the biggest deficit in peacetime 
history, and predicts rising unemploy­
ment and inflation in 1975 and 1976 
If the predictions hold fast, Mr Ford 
would have to:run.-for the presidency in 
1976 with nearlyjTjS,million persons out 
of work '' 
The budget calls? for a $51.9 billion 
deficit and outlays of $349.4 billion in 
fiscal 1976. which, starts^next July-
"The budget being submitted today is 
a compassionate one," Mr. Ford said in 
rremarks; he delivered as; he signed the 
budget message and sent it to Congress: 
:•. In Congress, the reaction ran along 
vtyro Contradictory tracks: There Wa^ dis-
'may over the size of the. deficit and 
'anguish over Mr. Ford's proposals to 
reduce, scheduled .increases in health, 
veterans, education, welfare, food and 
other human needs programs. The' 10 
•perCerttf jump uv, the.defense budget, to 
$94'.billlofi, also came'/under /ire, •, 
1 Rep George Mahon, D-Ten» 74, the 
lail-stooped-shouldered chairman of the 
Uouse Appropriations Coqnmittee, said 
in a Bouse speech that t|te 'size, of the" ^ HIGHWAYS - (The President wants to 
budgetwas."breathtaking." "''phase down federal'highway spending, 
Lik^i otheTvDatiocra^Ma^MHK^ v,-turn over to'.the states $1 billion, in gas-
^ .wufe' Uxes by1978.' A'ceiling 0(1 subsidies , 
forrailpassenger^rvicesiis/pn^sed.;:. 
Uons in social spending Mr. Ford propos­
ed. 
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn., 
chairman of Congress' Joint Economic 
Committee, objected that Mr. Ford's 
budget would mean "higher unemploy­
ment, continued double-digit inflation 
and deeper recession. 
Mr. Ford asked approval for $17 billion 
in cutbacks and said the deficits for the 
current and next fiscal years would top 
$100 billion if Congress did not comply. 
Here are th^ highlights: of Mr. Ford's 
spending proposals which will become 
the framework of;congressional debate 
and changes over the next eight or mn6 
months: 
DEFENSE — 27 percent of spending to 
go here. A Pentagon budget of $94 billion 
<- just enough. Mr. Ford says, to:main-
tain "equilibrium"; in Soviet-American 
strategic, power. Mr. Ford-wants to beef 
up the Nayy.-and says he may be willing 
tp pull some troops home from'Europe. 
ENERGY —Mr. Ford earmarked ^.8 -
billion .-for urgent^ energy research'— 
some for military nuclear prograips and 
:$2,1 billion for, tapping energy^from the 
N,sun and: wind^ taming; nuclear fusion to 
Regenerate electricity. 
FARM — Mr. Ford budgeted farm 
price supports at their lowest level in 25-
years. 
FOOD — Ignoring likely congressional 
uproar, Mr. Ford budgeted a dip in food 
stamp spending and called for the 
elimination of federal fod subsidies for 
children from homes over the poverty 
level. 
HEALTH — Despite the priority he 
gave it in his first speech before 
Congress as President last summer, Mr. 
Ford put national health insurance on the 
back burner for the time being. Welfare 
reform also must wait for plushier days, 
he said. 
HOUSING — As part of. the anti-
mflation program, Mr. Ford gave the go-
ahead for long-term commitments of $26 
billion for subsidized housing, enough for 
400.000 units. Contracts go out in fiscal' 
1976; spending shows up m the budget 
much later. 
CRIME — Priority goes to crackdown 
on drugs, white collar and organized 
crime and labor racketeers who 
manipulate welfare and pension 
funds." But the Justice Department's 
budget stays virtually stable at $2.1 
billion. 
SOCIAL — Social spending ad­
ministered by Health. Education and 
Welfare Department would continue to 
grow — but at 7.7 percent a year, half the 
earlier rate and less than the inflation 
rate. Still the HEW budget, at $118 
billion, is largest of any agency in 
government. 
SOCIAL SECURITY - Despite Mr. 
Ford's aim to hold benefit increase to 5 
percent — already rejected by ^majori­
ty in the Senate he said the average 
social security payment is to grow from 
$185 to $235 monthly. All told. Social 
Security will mail out $70 billion in fiscal 
1976 — a fifth of the budget. Checks go to 
28-million people. 
MEDICAID — Mr. Ford seeks to pass 
on a bigger share of the cost of providing 
health care to the -poor, to the. 13 
wealthiest states. He proposes more can-
lioji in paying the hospital bills of. 
Medicare patients, the nation's elderly.: 
FOREIGN AID -r: Even though the' 
program encounters growing hostility in. 
Congress, Mr. Ford earmarked $6.8" 
billion in foreign aid—$2.8 billion of itrin 
weapons given or sold to other countries:'; 
SPACE — $3:5 billion is pegged for the' 
space agency, -up $291milhon over 
current spending . 
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ADDIS ABABA (UPI) — Ethiopian 
warplanes. bombed Eritrean guerrilla 
-positions near Asmara for'(he second 
consecutive day. Monday in continuing 
•air and artillery attacks that destroyed 
two rebel-held villages and left more 
than 100 persons dead and thousands 
homeless. 
- The government sent a column of at 
least 50 tanks supported by armored per­
sonnel carriers and troops to Asmara, 
<50 miles north of Addis Ababa, to rein­
force the 15,000 soldiers already station' 
ed there. • h 
DIPLOMATIC REPORTS said 
American built F5 fighters strafed and 
bombedgoerrilla units north of-Asmara 
in an-attempt to -smasfe supply dumps 
and concentrations of separatist : troops 
built up around the city. 
Bombed; 
Destroy 2 Villages 
The reports said two villages hit Satur­
day by government artillery in reprisal 
attacks were flattened'by the bombard­
ment and followup air raids Monday. 
There was no casualty count, but the two 
villages had a total population ot 2,000. 
Diplomats reported the first foreign 
fatauty of the fighting, an Italian baker 
who died after being gunned down in the 
first moments of the battle in Asmara 
Friday. About 3,000 Italians live in 
Eritrea, a former Italian colony. 
AN AMERICAN consular official said 
the 300 U.S. citizens in the area were all 
"safe inside their houses," and no in­
cidents involving them had been 
reported. 
- Diplomats said two leading rebels had 
been captured. One was Hiruie Jedela, 
secretary general of the main guerrilla 
group, the Eritrean Liberation Front, and 
Brig. den. Gebre-Egzie, a former police 
commissioner who went over to the 
rebels several weeks ago. 
In Addis Ababa, the military govern­
ment announced a takeover of the bulk of 
.Rebel Area 
the country's private industry as part of 
its plan to build a Socialist economy. An 
official order said the government was 
nationalizing outright or taking con­
trolling interest in such American com­
panies as Pepsi Cola and Coca Cola, and 
oil firms including Shell and Mobil 
ASMARA ITSELF was quiet, and 
some food shops opened. Soldiers and 
tanks continued block-by-block searches 
for rebels and sympathizers. 
Military observers said the first phase 
of the battle for the Eritrean capital 
appeared to be over after three days of 
street fighting that left more than 100 
persons dead. But it was only a matter of 
time before the two sides clash again 
over Eritrean demands of full and im­
mediate independence for the northern 
province, they said. 
Talks xGeneva' 
nippOOttWS 
jvMbcK far its students. instead of 
Bnfcatfi Haor'and madtebl student 
irtyjr wiwliafl lujilt i mill os "Cora of 
•fefj By United Press International evm -
: Soviet- Foreign Minister Andref^A. 
Grotnyfco..calling for an immediate -
^-resumption of the Geneva Arab-Israeli 
conference'as "the only guaranteed 
way'* to Middle .East peace, got full -
- backing from Syria Monday but little in­
itial response from Egypt . 
Gromyko arrived in Cairo" frtfm -
Damascus where a. communique on his 
taltcs with Syrian President Hafez Assad' 
' called for the Geneva conference to meet 
Response to Soviet Proposal Mixed 
for Schools W 
~ i 
t» juwik W i 
CstiMstelkanatjMrnasseittD 
the Ap-
Ite k^ition "is designed .to help 
pdj&c sdnols in Texas that have been 
fciiiHfit bytbe energy crisis and in­
flation," Rep. Herman Adams Jr. . of 
Sasbee, the tail's sponsor, said. •' 
Tfceinooey vooldbe allocated 00foe 
Ike itonMtoi 
. . J 
wnffiwi for 
to slate jonor 
(rants 
M I®, uaugmj 
*• fiMic scIimIss was 
DolphBrisnie as' 
far the; fooodatioo' school program 
iwetod by the district lor the .1973-74 
atejl jar, multiplied fay $10 per stu-
deot tnnes the IS73-7* average daily' 
aWwrf»nwt in thfcdistrict. • ••> 
Tie forodatkm school fund allocates 
money to school districts; 
utilities on thebasisof 
Win uavis,-Ansta Independent School 
Shuts Down 5 Dailies 
SAHJQN tint)—The Van TtngBgu vwument sirnt down five 
thejaOing of at least 15 publishers 
it4euM 8 "mtegimml Ownrnunist'cadres." 
. _ Vietnaniese-fangtiage dailies -which 
M Mwhy editiaBs oorfiscated f or pcblishing a 'political in-
eppositiaa activist, the Rev. Tran Huu 
wrested a number of underground Com-
- , in editorial offices" of the newspapers, the 
J ^ 'Ibe^owennnenldeeded to revoke the 
various papers 
. ^ « OK first time in the pnsidat's » 
te ipwl, fieenes. The shutdowns were the Grst sinc^ the 
omttawwof the late Itosadeot Ngo DuA Dtem in 1963. ' 
OA Imrolvwnwit AReged in J.F.K. Assassination 
- CHICAGO (UPI) —Robert Groden, a NewYoik photographer and op-
tolTfwuB^t, ol the JotaF.Kennedy 
-w*wiiHio>;itMi tie said proves that LeeHarvey Oswaia "had nothing 
to i> vtt Qe assassination.n 
... "As maaty as lair, possibly five" persocswere footing at the Presl-
deMt,Grodea said. 
ndcGKe^ajiblBkalactivistsaidttie 
~ fete of the World, and I know save (Sen.) Ted Kennedy's life." 
District Board member, appearing* on 
behalf of the Texas Association of School 
Boards, told the committee mat by law, 
districts must file balanced budgets for • 
the school'year each Sept. 1, although 
..amendments^can be'made during.the 
: year to reflect actual revenues.and et-
penditures. 
Many budget items were deferred 
* from inclusion in this year's budgets in 
"poor" sdural districts, he said, because 
not enough funds were available to at^ 
• count for all foreseeable expenditures 
grants from the" 
Stated" -'. 1:,' . .. 
:Hector H.. Garcia, superintendent.of 
the Lanedq School District, said last year 
his district suffered a budget deficit of 
*770,000. .This year, taxes in the district 
Were raised 25 percent, but to balance 
the budget many items had to be cut or 
frozen, he said, including freezes on 
salaries and utilities allocations, as well 
as a.SO percent cut in maintenance.- ' 
, The Laredo district will be facing a 
deficit this year of approximately $1 
million without the emergency, grant, 
; Garcia said. . , . * t -
Under the proposed bill, the Laredo 
School District, would receive -$693,000.' 
House Bill 216, another emergency' 
measure recommended by the governor, ~ 
would allow increases in contingency 
and academic program fund gffants to 
compensate for the 10 to 20 percent 
creases in enrollment at state junior,-
; colleges. Rep: Joe Hubenak of 
! Rosenberg, the bill's' sponsor, said, j-
The funds would be allocated on the v 
: ,not later than early March, and a full 
- Soviet role in all phases of Middle East 
• peacemaking. , 
• But opening speeches by Gromyko and 
Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail 
Fahmi at a Cairo dinner reflected the 
basic disagreements between the 
Russians and Egyptians. 
. Fahmi did not refer to Geneva at all 
and held the door open for American 
step-fay-step peace efforts. 
"ISRAEL is creating an explosive 
situation which could spark a new war 
and wreck all efforts made so far in 
• quest of a solution to the crisis," Fahmi 
said. 
"All this makes it imperative that the 
Arab nation should strengthen its 
capabilities in all fields and particularly 
redouble its defensive capacity to repel 
and defeat this aggression, while at the 
same time responding freely to efforts to 
bring peace to the area," Fahmi said. 
Gromyko said, "As time goes-on we 
are becoming moi% and more convinced 
of the'necessity of the speediest resump­
tion of the Geneva conference." He did 
. not mention arms supplies to Egypt. 
In Washington, Secretary of State 
Henry A.Kissinger expressed con­
fidence his. forthcoming visit to the Mid­
dle East Would further his step-by-step 
efforts for a peace agreement between 
Israel and her Arab neighbors. 
"If I did not believe there was some 
possibility of progress in the 
negotiations, obviously I would not go to 
the Middle East," Kissinger told a 
National Press Club luncheon. 
THE DAMASCUS communique un­
derlined the growing "differences 
between Syria and the Soviet Union, on 
the one hand, and Egypt, on the other, on 
tbe Geneva conference and the step-by-
step diplomacy advocated by the United 
States. 
"The two sides declared their firm 
conviction of the necessity of reconven­
ing the Geneva Middle East peace con­
ference immediately, and at any rate not 
after the end Of February or the begin­
ning of March, and in the presence of all 
concerned parties, including the 
representatives of the Palestine Libera­
tion Organization," the communique 
said. 
Gromyko made his pitch for Egypt's 
endorsement for an early Geneva parley 
the moment h^ landed in Cairo for two 
days of talks with President Anwar 
Sadat. . ^ . r ' 
"THE ONLY GUARANTEED way to 
a durable peace in the Middle East is 
complete liberation of all .Arab 
territories occupied by Israel in 1967, at­
taining the legitimate rights of the Arab 
people of Palestine to self-authority, and 
the speedy resumption of the Middle 
East peace conference at Geneva," 
Attorney General 
Gromyko said in an airport stateiQent. ~ 
Sadat has said he wants to'give 
Kissinger a chance to negotiate s further :, 
Arab-Israeli troop disengagement before-
going to Geneva. Kissinger will visit the i 
Middle East next week. J-
On Sunday Sadat- said it would be 
treason not to accept a limited Israeli 
withdrawal from the Sinai moifctain -
passes and the Abu Rodeiss oilfields, if it 
is offered. He said this should be follow­
ed by similar limited withdrawals loa the 
Syrian and Jordanian fronts before the 
Geneva conference is reconvened.! 
POLITICAL OBSERVERS in Cairo 
said Gromyko's use of the words, l'onIy 
guaranteed way." in his arrival !tate- -
ment was implicit criticise of 
Kissinger's negotiating approach. *'' • 
The Israeli newspaper Ha'areto said • 
Kissinger was concerned that Israel may 
be moving away from his approach to a 
Middle East peace and toward a re&inp-
tion of the Soviet-favored Geneva1 con­
ference. * 
"Nobody would be happier tha$ the 
Soviet Union if the American-' 
negotiations "fail," it quoted Kissinger in 
a dispatch from Washington. It said he 
made the comments to a'grojjp of -
American leaders. i 
"Giving such a chance to the Soviets 
would be like bringing the fox into the ;. 
chicken coop," Ha'aretz quoted h$n as ­
saying. « 
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WASHINGTON (UPI) ^ The Senate 
Judiciary Committee unanimously ap­
proved Monday the nomination of 
Edward H. Levi to be attorney general. 
The 63-year-old University of Chicago 
president was expected to be approved 
by the Senate Wednesday to replace 
William. B. Saxbe, who will become U.S. 
ambassador to India. 
Levi, a legal scholar who has a reputa­
tion a;sari expert in antitrust law, un­
derwent two days of questioning before 
the committee last .week. 
Levi presented himself before the 
committee as a man who considered 
himself.;; neither a Democrats nor • a 
.Republican and who felt politics should 
be:kept.out of the Justice Department. 
Conservatives at first opposed Levi's 
.nomination but began .to change their 
minds as they learned more about the 
former University of Chicago law school 
dean. 
Some of Jhe things I heard at first dis­
turbed me," said Sen. Strom Thurmond, 
later changed his'mind as a number of 
conservative and liberal spokesmen 
spoke in praise of the nomination. • 
Conservative columnist William 
Buckley said Lev! was "solidly com­
mitted to the notion of judicial prudence 
and respect for legislative authority." 
University,:of Chicago constitutional 
expert Philip :B: Kuriand said Levi was 
"the quintessential man to take charge 
of the Department pf Justice," 
During his confirmation hearings, Levi 
indicated he supported capital punish­
ment for specific crimes and argued the 
death penalty could be a deterrent to 
crime. : < 
Levi also'said he would draw up 
guidelines for the use and maintenance 
of FBI files involving members of 
Congress and other individuals. * 
He also pledged to draw up guidelines 
on the use of warrantless domestic., 
wiretapping for national security pur­
poses. I . 
Levi called urban crime his ?'top 
priority" and supported more legislation 
to restrict the sale of so-called "Satur­
day night special" handguns. * 
Slight of build and balding, Levi said he 
views: antitrust actions, as-the 
government's means for attacking 
monopolies and price-fixing conspiracies 
but only in instances where there is 
shown to be a demonstrable ill Effect 
upon consumers. •>. 
last tocgory aad Ralph Schoenman, an Assistant professor of 
said UM? had evideoce wtuch indicated the Central 
was involved in tbe Kennedy assassination, > i 
basis of enrollment for the spring, 
semester. 
The committee voted unanimously to 
: recommend the bill for passage ^ 
In other business, the cOmmitte§£>-
recommended another bill R-^C./'But I've been investigating and 
allow $94,000 for the reconstructiottofaa>= the more I investigate the better you 
agriculture building destroyed by look " 
: last summer at West Texas State Sen John Tower, R-Tex., at iirst op-
University. . • - posed President Ford's nomination but 
Flood Waters Recede; 
Hobby Visits Area 
Ww® To Uove Without Anfinesty 
- 
GRfSHAIIvWiS- (AP) — Ini&an demonstrators to 
^ .tBiwi! Idgac estate they occojMd-^Jan;: l^dcteawling} 
^ to amst thein: ~ " * 
Pufcut R. w attnuey iquwrnting (he demonstrators, said 
^hwiMu Own<y awaprities have not assBred him the tndians will be 
twteuwllwim hiji ahiti. j when thev leave rto mMidM Asareailt he 
arid, Ihe Mbb feave wiftowta pratn&e ofamnesty. 
_Wego«ator5 wwpmlu! Sunday an agreenent with the Menimiuie^ 
W<mWji' witty fa the at-day anued siege in retarn for a promise to 
the (ana abbey for use as a me&cal cenieror school for ln-. 
Ufaoriry Tracfing Gon,tbHm on Stock Market 
MEir YOiUUUn) tfe stock 
mailuet, sknQh( oil eOectsol tiff-
ty praBt jHnfl ^> Mooda^ 
•Wl .w XVIt ItOL f.WlUl-
NACOGDOCHES (UPI) — PoUc^ .4 
Chief-M.C Roebuck said Mqndsy'thev', 
- v seardi^fbr persons reported hiissing 
•£ the waters that inundated this'£M-Te!i^ 
••.^a§;towh during;the Weekeid 
'ended with the final death tollihwlite^ 
&»ree - v 
w "It looks like right at this time thdV':'; 
possibly may be all," said Roebuck. "We. 
tujQ three iri!^ng persons reports this -
morning, but eadi of those has beert : 
lodited. 
. -"The situation is stable. The:cTeanup ~ 
ofteration is in full swing. The Creeks 
have reteded and gone back'in<tteir;'* 
banks There is still water In the low- S 
tying areas, but that Is falling."— ^ »s 
their foundations,) , 
; fJ<^bu^,said;tibout 25 persons were 
sWl ^wtflof^ejrjjguses but -would be 
^turnecl astsoonea&icleanup operations -
.'were1^omplfet&ii^ ' " ' •> 
AT'THE REQUEST of "Nacogdoches 
Mayor A L. Mangham, Gov. Doiph 
Briscoe signed proclamations dectaring 
the city and other parts of East and 
Northeast Texas disaster areas. 
Mangham set damage at JS.5 million. 
Dormitories:at Stephen-F. Austin and 
Vacant apartment houses were opened 
for, use by flood victims > 
vrA spokesman ^withthe> governor's'of­
fice; said the a governor's disaster 
Lt. Gov. William P. Hobby visited the^ proelamation wasextended to U»e follow-
'flobded area Mondav afternoon and-wAs ' ' " 
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By EDDIE FISHER 
The Texan was assured }he power (or is it a'right?) to 
endorse candidates in 1973, andtn the 1976 primaries and 
general elections, this power jrfiist be' exercised respon­
sibly. spA effectively One'of ttemo$. important di^ons, 
the. council election is 11 »> 
not in ft76, but is little; 
more ' than a month 
away. .. .k 
City governments, un­
like university systems;. 
are controlled by their * t 
. residents, The majot ^ 
goverinlng body of 
Austin "could easily 
become truly represent" 
tative of its constituent^ ^ 
with the election of Jeff-r 
Friedman to mayor and • 
the selection of indepen- '^A 
dent voices to represent^, 
citizens on the council.1"?^ 
It's hard to say the wo^ pi3i^ ^ ;h(niesty it] 
same breath, but wilh new faces' in the city political 
scene, we have a chance to select council, members not 
under the influence of business- ties. 
: - Filing ends Wednesday for PlaceS 3 and 6 for the special 
election to fill the vacated seats 6f Dan .Love and-Beg 
Handcox. The special election will be'-held March 8, less 
than a month before the regidac election scheduled April 
5. In all likelihood the council candidaies:elected 'in- the 
special election will.rtinagainintheregular election, so 
V By BOX GARLAND 
Perhaps revelations ofiheiate sixties and early Seven­
ties have receded to that) ! ' 
numb through, overuse. 
Or, perhaps a.transmii 
suddenly invaded the 
collective con­
sciousness of the Austin 
School Board. PeAaps 
that consciousness'-' 
never left the board. 
But how',' in the year'-
1975, can we actually ex­
plain such blatant sex 
discrimination and1  
violation of- American 
values as the exile Of' 
Austin teacher Harriet,. *'•*-
Wardlaw. 
Her pregnancy^ 
without an accom-" 
panying vow of— 
marriage is npt tnself the reason she must quit teaching 
at>LBJHigh School and take up the post of librarian's aid 
at Kealirig'Learning Center. 
: She is, after all.as good a teacKe^now as she was in the 
prepregnant stage of herlife. 
Thereason for her transfer is that the superintendent of 
Austin schools, and.'mpre recently, school board 
members baVe4ecidedit{ielr cop8tituetits consider such a 
teacher; WeU. '.unh^althy-ior the minds of .high school 
students:  r*~ 
After all, they are taught'different standards in the 
tionof Victorian: spirits has 
.. • j •• Hf ~ -- " • v-' -
in essence, the voters ire getting a cpe-mooth previewof 
- new council members - S * - -> 
Issues facing Austin in the next few months will require • 
a council that can act without traditional .financial in. 
terests. . • « ; 
• The council recently delayed for three to six months 
annexation of 2,332 acres northwest of Austin. The re-
jected plan (much like the Union fee increase) would j 
have required" residents fa) pay for the cost of annexation '' 
• before city services were extended. Austin can cboose en*' 
; co'uragement of rapid growth f thus opening 'the door to :4 
' more problems of pollution fTOmindnstnesland poorly- * 
v. planned subdivisions, or voters can efect candidates who |
promise to evaluate the best recommendations* for a • 
planned growth of our city. A city utilities jcommission. : 
l^could take thfe burden off the homeowner hy Haltering 
rates thereby distributing the cost^ of electricalseriYice. 
' • Council set April 10 as the expiratfootdatefor the new " 
billboard ordinance which will be in effectafter one more: 
reading. It will be the job of the ne# «nmca todetennine 
what action ot take upon considoaUon <>f aciixen'seom' -
mittee studying Austin's billboard tirdinasce. Cnnentfy 
a moratorium. , on billboards prevents- construction of -
'billboards in the MoPac Boulevard-Loop 360 am, bat a i 
new council mpst assure citizens a strict and comprehen­
sive ordinance which will prevent safety 'hazards and 
cluttered roadsides.'. • 
, ,• Austin is no longer a small cityvanditlsnosmalt job . 
running ^ the city. A - reasonable; salary .could enable or- ~i 
dinary titkens to serve. Provisions for coonciraides^ 
~ could enable council members toliire a'competent*staff s 
dedicated to solving the many prtAlems whicfa tieahea& c;: 
home economics courses; as one bo  ^-memberpointed 
out before joining five other board members in voting to 
uphold Supt. Jack L. Davidson's idea;for the transfer^ 
That same board member might ibb; ha^e mentioned 
the discrepancy between the board's actkia and the idea 
of America as presented in the stud i^t's.civic onuses. 
Wardlaw's transfer flies in the face of eadi American's 
. ;?ight to alternative life styles, so Kmg'as thiose life styles 
-slJdo not infringe on the rights v; : 
; tOjieriness about premaritai or MHmal^tat;sex probably 
~ seems to the students of LBJ High &aool like a fresh 
breeze of honesty after such courses'as hom^ economics 
or family planning. ' v 
Not only does sudi honesty' not &i&iqgel<n their'ri^itSt 
but it expands them. Oiie valiie df edncation lies in its 
ability to increase awareness off the ways' things are, 
• rather than the way things should be accordingg to a 
minority of self-righteous individuals. ' 
So instead Of demonstrating^he hdierent sinfulness of 
sex and pregnancy without marria^,: the board and 
.Davidson have forcibly demonstrated ^another ideal to 
high school students all over. Austin... Z •... 1. ;; ^ 
The society, they will soon enter as'good' upstan^i^^ 
citizens won't tolerate them as suything bat "good" and 
' 'upstanding^ defining th(»e terms not by the indiMdual's 
.  perceptionsCpT'ieal ify,-  butj^the staid perceptions of '  
•'"bthers'^ -^fe;;''-p?-
Harriet Wardlaw has qieht tbimsands of-dollars and 
- • Without a state utilities commryaon. the ooancfl is 
our only assurance ot a dtance to regahte.cHponle 
giants '-1— e~" '"i *ltirm Mpm in IIIUIIMII 
rate increases can coly be mterpreUted mcamaefal^ rt^  
a cooncil whidt pnmises to hire an independeMttate cn»-
sultanL The council should be waiy, wtea socboosi^ . 
^Thls poktical year nothing uriM be of more dbect imphr-
tance to Austin residents than thr ik< n iln wlj w 
derway for City CiDoncaAnewcoBPdl>gaedwiftmMff 
new faces, will be coofroated wit 
itroversial issoes io nuny years. 
-vthe decisiaBS Uus: coaacil tikr i will iHnuiiw liiil 
land of city Anstin will be m the fature. Qw city has 
readied tbepoiqtwhereacbokennistbemadetobitUda 
quality city or just"another atj'."WmthecitybeanMr-
ed to gnwr oqcoBtniiled. or will comcil take the steps 
necessary to presene (he hiQ conatry and lakes? -> 
Many ojthe new faces in the council races are in need 
of financial support.' With ^)ntHI»tNns, ot time and 
money from many persons (not Urge contributions from 
a few). neWcoiiDcilrQeH^eis would be respon^ble to the 
desiresoftheaveragecitiien. notcoitpoiategHBts. 
, , Tbe past cohacB was aMe to maintain ^ he statis qao. 
but was unable to enad mwiingfal refown. The March I 
special electioo rand ttie'April S regolar eiection will 
provide a chance (posabty the last dance) to elect a 
coancirvrtudiwia beable^dte t^hefntaueal AusUa's 
growth..  ^ -• 
Progresave candidatiA haW oflered toi wadc for stand 
kmg-range {danning.now it is «p to jwa, the voteis, tosap-
p(^^e)e^d |^iifiressire rnenand^romen. 
Meyer? ruled agahst ber undn- the state sex dtoaimSna-
' In the federal case. they wott)d base their arguments on 
constituttonal guarantees indodiag the rights of privacy 
and equal protection under the law, Wardlaw lawjer Bob­
bie Nelson said over the weekend. -
The'first step tor them, if they decide to continae their 
fightvis unpromising because of Jodge Jack Roberts" 
reaUy *•* sneSre 
uuuu^cua vl utnua vi u leineyaDie nme iigpnngipgyy^ 
and the board fii^t^statecoiMandaswin'feiteial court. 
She and her ldwyers will decide fp£rtrtalp W.Tuesday 
whether to purMe her cauM at-tl^iederal ieviel " " 
Three wedis ago; :]U»th';Bi^ct^&^^Judge Jiin 
"But if 
guarantees, then it's 
faB to win...eventnal|y. iej? " 
In Mississippi, a: ~ 
supported a pregnant-single teacKt'Stttde^W^dmol 
board there took the case to federal feoetaMai dMhiuu 
is awaited in the Fifth Circuit Coort 
Orleans. 
Nelson thinks the Mississippi case cndd have a bearing 
on . the Wardla^r rulnig. "There are some precedents so 
i t ' s  not  a  cais^of  f i rs t  impress ian ,"  she  sa id . -^ ' ' '  
The. point is not that our judicial system will probabty 
uphold "Wardlaw in the end. -1'-
For us in Austin, we have before'as a dear manifesta-
: tion of an enforcement of narrow, moral mines eii air 
commmuty as awhote. 
Focmer President R.M. Nixon foood ant that the 
'strengthof this com try surges forward in tmrenti, of -
public opinion as well as in id»ls expressed hy aconstibt-
tioo.' ' : Vr. 
. _We can only hope that school bnard-menihers none ia 
Uk electiansLa year from nqwan American trtatmett'of 
ousUhg - for their un-American' treatment of ;Bur|et 
Wardlaw. 
Who 
The Daily Texan: 
> » -r-i < 
TSP or UT? 
f * 
fvSS'K 
By WlLLARtf HALL 
The whole controvert oyer the editor's race boils down 
to this: who should be in controlof The Daily Texan—the 
University president or the TSP Board? 
The dispute has nothing  ^to. do with whether- Mary 
Walsh,. Barry Boesch*. aiid - Marie' Villaqueva .were 
qualified. Sure, thfey did 'iPr  ^ * 
-not meet the letter of ; 
the TSP rules for; 
qualification. But even? 
the hard-nosed .TSP* 
Board demonstrated i6j? 
faith in the ability of'i 
two of the candidates  ^
when they certified  ^
them fo run. JW 
' Umv^rsityv President! 
Ad Interim Lorene'f 
Rogers rttfltffied 'thS' judgment Tof the boaril| 
when she refused to sfy' 
prove the minutes'of th6 
TSP mpptinff -fv. 
The TSP Board should be able to-interpret their own v 
rules as they see fit, This thing could never happen ag i^n ; 
anyway. The.board has already dedded jorekmlc thecal 
tification requirements. , . -
• I •» J1 s \ i > 
s ' - O ' , > X •> ^ 
• But now look what Rogers has done in effect She's said ; 
that thepresident reallyhas controlavertheTSP Board 
and The Texan, The president has had the power to not ap-
• -  p rove"the  minutes  of  the  TSP Board meet ing to t  qui te  a ' - j  
- while and has. used it before. Butneverhasthis power had . 
. ..such a direct effert over thecontentof the Texan. Even" 
' if . the power of the president is never iised again, its 
presence, is there. s 
•%r The presence of power used in sqbUe'ways ">» have a 
. -r. big impact on the way things happen; T!ike what happes-
ed at the latest TSP meeting. Most of the board members 
'^^ demonstrated.,thatjthey wanted to do what was and 
' 4 certify ihe candidates. But there was a lot oflalk dnring 
i« and after the meeting about what Rogers wpuld do. Obe of ' 
jt|4ne members said in effect that it they did "waive" the.: 
w rules instead Of following them ^  to 'the' (etter, Bogus 
would not go along. ' * - • 
It took two rounds for the>boaid to do L . 
And sure enough, Rogers did not go along; 
^Anyone who understands the function of a ftee pres&in 
society knows that newspaperc should he bee a«l ii> i 
dependent; What could happen undei drcun t^aaces of 
contrdean staggerthe im^SiatiDn. Already djerebtaft: 
of an appointed Texan editor. 
i' The TSP Board and The Texan just-have to be iadepen- . 
dent of the administration. That's all there is to it. 
lee Grace, . president of the TSP Amd c^aid the 
president's power was one of the thiqgslhe System Board 
of Regents insisted upon when fem TSP trwst was 
drawn up. If we want to changC?flffi5 filing, we are going to 
have to ast the regents. 
Nowwe'reaUdke people in this matter. Rogers, the 
TSP Bowd inn the regents ate all wkU meanicg fbics. If 
we get lO.QOO screaming stadents to charge the Mmb 
Building^ we'regoii^ toenduplikeabnganaWiadstddd. 
But if we act real nice and say pretty please ^ nd *8 thift 
*wdl.the9» nuyheL* 
K *ifr 
Cvtwj ' 
.. - .... 
Ml  ^
4 **1 
-*% tir * 
< • . By SCOTT TACiIiAIUNO 
With the opening df the (itth'l^ iislature, th  ^CiUv^rsity 
System gained another goardian angle in addition to 
former  Regent  Frank Erwin His  name is  Sta te  Rep:  FW. 
Head of Henderson, and he chairs the newly-created -
House Higher Education Committee.- - r 
Never,heard of • him? Heait. was that Bibte^packing 
Head'feeIsthefiringofUnl\^ s!^rJhres|(ten.t]Stephen 
Spurr was completely an internaliiattCT^Dr tM regents^  ^: 
and theSystem administration.-TUs q>inioiiis absuraand 
all too familiar. System Chancellor Chirl&'Le&aistre, 
with the regents-concurring, also^felt ^ purrfs liringwas 
an internal matter. They proved that by flatly denying to 
givea pqblic explanation "of tbelrieasoosto thefJniver-
legislator who ran for the Tqcas House speakership last', sity's faculty and students and theTravis * County 
y e a r ,  w i t h d r e w  i n  S e p t e m b e r  | j ^ g a y e  h i s p l e d g e  v o t e s  t d ^ . l e g i s l a t i v e  d e l e g a U o n ;  , * . •  > > - \ ± • •  v  
State Rep. 'Bill Clayton ;^;g^«Ma8ttei5gsfeM|MM  ^!W>:-It toOlra'DubUc order frnm Goy ir>otnhRrt«iro*tnHK». 
of Springlake, who ^RegeiitChtdrmanA.G.McNeese for any type of reason to 
won the  ^JBftliStfH be publicized. Even'though theeiqplanation was a farce, 
v Briscpe^s adjon piSv  ^ttot evra;h4fdt^ l^ ui^ s firing 
H£itewspap^ ,tut''all of the sitate colleges aotd ohivertities 
. ;.Mat^*Sz 
v.- edqcati^ twstitutiom \fety Iong.;Heoog)it tosit through 
efeaio'cIiKkJgSven^CTVil^iiiB&dine 
iMOWiou^yJbyliiss^timM^ 
' tend to dry ip improve Texas' highertastitotknTof leani- : 
P .^f^ i^ ?kstJ%ewaty;if t^rCTthu t^e^ forhisjob;Yddcah 
'JOSt '^ ....... i,-..... *. ...• ... 
eventually: 
race, > ^ 
For such servk$s<f; 
rendered, Clayton nam- *: 
- ed Head to the Higher, 
Education - Committees 
What expertise, Head 
has for suciv a position, 
'has remained unknown.'^  
He served on the ApO 
propriations Committee  ^
last session, bufBot on 
education, He'did not-
serve on the Education  ^
Commit tee  in  the"  
* Constitutional Convention. All th 
when . Rep. Head 
education. 
->But Head's vie^fs 
reyen more to be desired 
HoU?e leader of University 
4 v » W -i+piri 
w?lO 
r5 
Zts* "J 
liiakesone 
mh:r :.iivui& 
<& 'V wV'S-S- ens for-the® eeujig Fnday. The head of a higher educa-Z s get to know "U»" hidi^r edoct-1 \ tiir' ifT' i, 
^BSUE-STAFigy 
;issu6-EdH6rr..ss:.;.u,„..4v.^..ti. 
R^>0rtere 
jk^ - News Assistants Joy BSandl, Tom Tiptoo, Steve.ttatson, 
#5^" EditoriafjAafflst^nt it b»m Bnmkn 
' '\..;...;:!Chariesliihnnaiin.'GaQBunts,Mi|eMoritew tw 
muwo 
UTtPmOH Dtttfjam., 
•
T * g n , V . 4 | S » «  BMkD ,f' 
Sbottfiohb 
Mark Pierte, C. RssseU l4igoe 
Zadi Ryall, Mike Smith 
4TOR %. Tomlinr-z-i. 
sesstoteai',-g 
tioo facUity in tbi$ 
Besides, if Headdo^ *tgettolanwthem,tesip5tjeinY 
Board of Regents will certainly get to knowlim ia the 
coming months when his coaimitteecaBsaden important' 
University tegislation. But hy thai time Bead wait he 
meeting withtbe regents, beH be meetiw with Fkwrii 
Erwin, bur Universty lobdyist And by toitial 
vations. Rep. Head is not going to prove mnch of annatdh 
for Enrin's persuasive tedhniqaes. 
One partinular issue coming up which may pro«e 
Head's diarecter is tbe proposalto strengthen thestate 
CoUcge Coordinating Board. as suggested fay Briaose. ? 
The governor's plan is to give the board wto power 
over canstraction projects and degree programs. But if 
thereVone thing Erwin is not going to let aetyooe but the 
r regents , contnd, it is their authority over U e^ system's 
multi-millioo-doUar building program; That's 
Erwin's pet project for too long. ~-
Friday,Headexpressedadesiretohearaa sides of this 
issue but reiterated that he was "not interested hi getting 
.involved in a battle with anyone." * v v 
: v. He may not have any choice inthe matter; the dedari-
tioo of war may have already been issaed by Brisooe.^  
•But de^ ite his inadequacies, we am stack with Refr 
Headas oar oveis^ r^ theSUte Capitol, He Seemsa 
ma»*ith shadowy principles and on the surface one who 
Mows very little about edncation..This type of person is -
all too famQ  ^to the University. It s^ em$ all those 
powerful people in high places, the University's ad­
ministrators, the chancellor and the regents, have had lit-
.^  background in education.- We certainty dont need 
another one. 
I 
* 
« ^ 
% f* 
- i^Si \v>'~ 
 ^ "*» ,"";y.|i«'^  ^j^fh^-' i^t iaetf 
** °>* «. ** guest viewpoint 
•vening,v?Yfow to malce a fortune 
from your country's misfortune " may I present, Mr. John 
: 
' Dean/ • 
firing line 
7' By JIM SHARP ' " 
- . (Editor's note: Sbarp is ill 
tk« College of 'Social and 
Sehavioral Sciences.) •• 
Waller Creek ; theSilber fir-
: ing; the regents' past daily in-
• terference and harassment;' 
the perpetual construction; 
the lack of meaningful and 
relevant curriculum; limited 
hours of access to some 
collections libraries; student 
'. fee rates and the quality of 
sendees purchased by those 
exorbitant costs. 
, ; All these situations, while 
certainly direct in their in­
fluence upon the University 
environment, have vthrouf$ 
their very" autonomous, ..Vtop-
• •£&$£•••... 
election 
Support forErwin from '39 
It the < 
A* qpea tetter to Sol Ukgd 
< Daggett. -
: Ffcr the most party** taw 
nq mMuhmlul sqport, bat 
ftmbtt^ niiiehjn 
tave mngcdto VRjicuiy 
of jw lojil 
I fee) fety hMMl to call my 
ifeMdag.to jtvitkaGw 
fMk CI Bhria at A«stk> 
has km a fHead aad s*>-
- porter at the Wronsily of 
Teas Md the. University 
System for nm yews than 
yw pcxtaps on wnealiei, 
aad I fed Bat« owe him a 
deep debt of grctitade. His wt-
- Iiilift tlfab tin resetted «n 
great beaefits to hijliet,' 
ttartiMii%BSK«dlis ' 
"
tothe Ugvwwtp i^^ n, aBd 
< he jcfilr«o histoid 
• boek&«sb^)^der who ac-
,MnW g" 't tangs obt-
ingbyiag times. 
Fiar one, I woaM wgret hSs-
ng his Iwatriwi abilities 
m lMr «f the Uaiversity, 
and fed that the regents are 
to be conpatatated h secar-
teg his serrices inaaiy o*pad-
• ty- Ss Ine far the !Mwi4y 
Is wqpes&QMd, aid notfctog 
yaaMsayordowiDthanRe 
Btt someol thethngs yon 
say and doconH change the 
. thhikiag of those titoeUb«ln 
Mne at our great state as 
Frank Krwin has a dis­
tinguished past So let's move 
on to some of the constructive 
challenges facing yoa and 
yonraagisst body because they 
wfllrtadly ukeallof the time 
yon and ynr cdtegjam caai 
allot to them. Ray Bwu4 
•;c-; BI|S»~ 
Plant this bomb 
Crossword Puzzler 
ACROSS 
~1 PMMr» 
SWSMt 
Tatfe 
( «ant to thaskTbe Daily 
Texan for printing Jack 
Anderson's column on H.L. 
Hunt's skeletons. I was so out­
raged and qpset tkat l could 
hardly finish reading it Butl 
<fid. v:. . , • 
There .are things the 
people don't know 
ma bm gone on tmder 
tbelr noses bat bddnd th^r 
backs. AAd these things have 
hart and are hurting us 
terribly. They are cancers 
eating antqr at the heart of 
our democratic republic. 
Paranoia or reality? Items: 
Vietnam. political 
assassinations, Watergate, 
revelations about the CIA, 
FBI< etc., etcl, etc. 
Is it asp wonder that con­
cerned people are driven by 
anr.jnger wi msEowsto 
plant bombs in the State 
Department? Don't talk to 
them about means and ends, 
about working • the system! 
Is It within tberealm of. 
l>«man comprehension to. 
tan* (o YMMnwa Pwa» . 
believe that Vietnam has 
again become a major issue of 
debate in America? . 
A free press and .an: in-
' formed people are t.he 
weapons to fight tbese'incom-
prehensible horrors. Ihope 
The Daily Texan will continue! 
• to print Jack Anderson's 
cohppn and others dedicated 
. to the pursuit of the T-R-UT-
H. We have a right to'know; 
and where else can we find 
out? Raady Myers 
Government 
Shuttle mores 
To the editor: 
Amidst our overcrowded 
living conditions there rises a 
shuttling diplomat who in the 
-few -wedts has been doing 
more harm than good for the 
residents of Jester.. Randy 
Fein, president of the Jester . 
Student. Association, has 
bungled the 24-hour guest 
policy because of his 
relevations in a recent 
meeting with the Housing 
Committee. Fein suggested 
that since the resident 
assistants at Jester were not 
enforcing the present hours 
polity, why not go ahead and 
advocate the M-boor proposal. 
Immediately, the Housing 
Committee noted Fein's 
remark about the RAs and 
• decided to institute a forcp of 
people to randomly check on 
the competency of the work 
that the RAs are doing. • •" 
In reality, the RAs are doing 
their jobs, and more, explicit­
ly, the RAs have ehougfr in-
• sight to be able to tell when to 
cut the authoritative and 
moralistic intervention, with 
the residents at a reasonable 
level to where they will not 
seem pushy to the residents 
under their jurisdiction, .This 
combination of the 'resident 
assistant with the resident is 
on the personal level and 
neither the force from the 
Housing Committee, nor the 
bungling efforts of. the presi­
dent of the.JSA will ever con­
sort to change the basic moral 
issues which, are at hand. \ 
Kyle Biggs 
Jester Center 
down flow of power, escaped' 
the realm in which students 
have been able U> make their 
voice headed. 
Now that very top-down 
flow of strong arm 
authoritarianism — in a 
shallow guise of approbation 
— has once again intervened. 
This time the result of the in­
tervention is a "selective • 
ballot" from which the stu­
dent -populus shall elect the • 
next' editor for The Texan 
Wednesday. 
"First, the TSP Board set a 
filing deadline for the race 
Friday, Jan. 24, allowing a full 
week and two days for cam­
paigning and presentation of 
the candidates and their ideas 
for the post next year. 
On this original filing date 
; adequately published in ad-
• vance, only three persons con­
sidered themselves serious 
and purposeful enough in their 
desire .to campaign for this 
position to file and meet the 
deadline: Mary Walsh, Mark 
ViUanueva and Barry Boesch. 
I find this of primary impor­
tance because as I understand 
it. The Texan itself published 
the qualifications for the race 
when it published the deadline 
. date, and these persohs, .led to 
believe they were qualified,' 
announced their candidacy 
and began election efforts. 
The >- following Monday, the 
TSP Board announced the en-' 
tire fjgld of candidates ineligi­
ble for failure to have .com­
piled an' adequate service 
record with The Texan. Thus, 
• while this trio — all of whom 
amply fulfill the intended pur-
. pose of the TSP qualifications 
(competent journalism and 
working1 .familiarity with the 
Texan environment) — were 
now placed in a position of 
persona! embarrassment and 
financial loss:by bein^ ruled 
ineligible to'run. So ended one 
cycle of the carrousel. 
The following Wednesday, 
the TSP Board, after recon­
sideration of the principles of 
responsible student electoral 
procedure and out of fairness 
to the three candidates who 
had conscientiously met' the 
original filing deadline, and 
most importantly , the spirit of 
the qualifications guidelines 
of the TSP Handbook, the 
board rescinded its earlier 
position of disqualification 
and certified the entire field 
of candidates — as Well-as; 
those who had stepped 
forward to capitalize on the 
.opportunity created by tfie 
sudden void of the ballot an-
nounced last Monday. 
Now, despite the obviously 
just balance achieved by the 
Wednesay TSP Board' 
meeting, and the unamimous 
agreement of the fairness 
both to persons and principles 
by all parties concerned, we 
learn that University Presi­
dent AdLInterim Lorene 
Rogers has failed to approve 
: the minutes of the board's 
meeting by citing an "overex­
tension" of the board's, 
delegated authority in its 
resolution of the conflict. 
With this action. Rogershas 
seemingly said that despite ah 
obviously fair and agreeable 
resolution "for both .the can­
didates and the University 
electorate" (TSP Board 
President Lgg Grace) — the 
rules of the Handbook are 
to be adhered to letter 
perfect. Rogers, your reasonr 
ing truly escapes me! If the 
avowed purpose of the very 
rules to which . you address 
your point of contention are a 
jusUand orderly procedure of 
student elections, why upset 
that balance achieved by 
those very persons most 
closely affected, the board 
and the candidates and we. 
the students? Most important­
ly, thanks to this merry-go-
round act. the students now 
have only two days in which to 
familiarize themselves and 
select from the new last-
minute officially approved 
slate of candidates a person to 
serve in one of -the most im­
portant elected positions on 
campus. 
For these reasons I would 
hope to see student and facul­
ty support for both the ap­
proval of the TSP Board's 
decision of last Wednesday 
night, and a postponement ot 
the editor election by one 
week in order to insure the 
credibility this election owes 
the students of the University. 
DOONESBURY 
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GET READY FOR THE NEW 
SEMESTER* 
STUDY HEIP 
THROUGH 
SELF HYPNOSIS 
Individual sessions ;ton? 
ducted by : Professional 
Hypnotic Consultant, with 
broad . professional 
background in psychology 
and experience in aiding 
others to successful study 
skill through self-hypnosis. 
IT MAY MEAN YOUR SUCCESS 
CoB 45t-50M4.7 >M Mon-K 
ELECT 
STEVE 
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THANK Public Lecture 
Sun 'n Surf 
March 2f-: 
Acapuli 
8th c 
The "Original" Acaptilco. yf ;; | \ \\ ' . 
Also Spring Ski in Colorado, j j ) ,  '  \V!  
[ i \  : '2S 
Mailt Travel 
2200 Guadalupe (second level) 478-3471 
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^ , Our clean 
Vrivers and lakes, our-hlll' 
country, and our cultural 
^heritage constitute an 
»ambience to be preserved 
and developed. 
I am formulating a 
Total Environment Plan 
jior the city with an pbjec-
five oi preservation of our 
v ecological systems, fomen­
tation of the culture and 
arts oi our region, and the ' 
^improvement oi city ser-
!?vices'"oifered to every 
^citizen. 
m. - CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS', 
223 CQNGBfiSS AVE. 
477-9608 I HigH FIying Fashion: Rapture the sjpi'rlt of, spring in this softly 
• swing/ two-{»ece . dress ... styled with 
contemporary flair by Tracy Petttes. » 
Hooded nylon'blouse tops'skirt of 100% S 
A'rhel* triacetate with floral bouquets-.;? 
.Sprinkled over polka dots. Sizes 5 to l3. " 
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Palmer Misses Crucial Putt on 17th 
. HONOLULU (AR> - Ar-
. doM Palmer, his 45-year-old 
, nerves drawn tight with the 
• almost tangible pressure 
hacked away from a short pott 
, —then missed it — and let 
obscure Gary Groii escape 
with the $44,000 first prize 
Monday in the rain-plagued 
Hawaiian. Open Golf Tourna­
ment. 
Groh, a thin-lipped 30-year-
old who had never before won. 
dropped an 18-foot birdie pott 
on the final hole just as the 
once-again frustrated Palmer 
made bogey, on the 17th. 
It gave Groh a final round of 
: 68. four-under-par on the 
"waterlogged .Waialae Country 
Club course and a 274 total. 14 
raider par. 
For Palmer it was another 
in a .two-year series of bitter 
disappointments and 
frustrations. This one may 
have hurt the most He got so 
close — so tantaliziiigly close 
— and still failed. 
A dramatic turn-around in 
fortunes late in the round 
lifted Palmer from a two-
stroke deficit into a share of 
tbe lead after 16 holes and 
sports capsules 
sent his massive mud-
spattered. barefooted gallery 
into a delirium of delight 
But it lasted just long 
enough for him to miss the 
green on the 17th» just at the 
time Groh was playing the 
18th. 
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RICK 
CAMP 
TSP BOARD 
JOURNALISM PLACE 1 
pdLforbf KkkCamp . 
Oetroit 5. New York Rangers 5. tie 
Boston s. Philadelphia l 
Buffalo t. Kansas City 1 
New York islanders \. Chicago 1. tie 
Atlanta S. Minnesota 3 
Montreal S. California 1 
ft* Of OA 
56 165 169 
44 140 157 
37 166 W 
23 101 m 
62 218 141 
56 W 165 
53 192 154 
47 1S6 151 
19 117 20t. 
. r»i i.lm in iliTm 
Quftwc 0 64 307 1SB 
Toronto -27 20 Z 56 210 111 
Edmonton M 17 2 50 162 145 
Vancvr „...Y.'...H Z3 2 46 143 155 
Wlimlpeo ......JO 22 2 42 174 15t 
,...J1 16 0 
...3t JO 6 
...J6 20 0 
....23 20 1 
.'.-1J JJ 3 
No games scheduled 
Quebec 4, Cleveland 3 
Vancouver 4, Toronto 2 
Houston 5, Baltimore 2 
Minnesota 5, Winnipeg 4. OT 
Edmonton 4. Chicago 3. Q.T 
Buffalo Oetroit 
Toronto at St' Louis 
Chicago at Kansas City 
PtTUOurgh at Vancouver . 
No games scheduled 
Edmonton at Baltimore 
Houston at Indianapolis 
Toronto at San Dleoo 
Mr' 
ft 
| 
I 
l i 
rf 
I 
Jr- K 
li if 
If ft) 
Sv- |> 
i? 
ifc; 
fei-
i 
N> r I 
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Wfcie-open^ 
At ihe NCR Data Processing Division you have a chants to 
earn an ihiportani place-as last as your abilities permit-in 
one of the nation s most progressive digital computer systems 
facilities. Youll undertake non-delense assignments aimed at 
improving business, financial, governmental and educational 
operations in 121 countries, and your behgQts wil|jncliide a 
thoroughly professional environment. an excellent salary, 
attans-vrinmng plant and laboratories, generous vacations, 
educational reimbursement, and hilly paid life; hospital and 
medical plans A rewarding today, a certain tomorrow, and a 
chance to claim your tair share of the computer future. To 
team more, please reserve the date below. 
Opportunity at 
B.S. and M.S. levels 
Important continuing commercial activity In: 
Design and Development 
Perform design, checkout and documentation forstate-of-
the-wi computing equipment; coordination from ^ 
specifications of a logical sequence of components and 
circuitry for a desired computer output: design of drcuitiy 
tor high-speed computers and systems. Additional 
opportunities to perform design of test equipment to check 
out computer systems. Candidates should be interested in -
logical and circuit design. For EE graduates. : . 
Software Programming 
Origination, design, development, and implementation of 
complex software systems; development of original 
functional design and processing techniques; design and 
implementation of state-of-the-art data base/file 
management software and a large-scale on-line multi­
programming executive design, flowcharting, coding, and 
Implementation of on-lme executive software modules. For 
EE. Computer Science or Math graduates. • •••:. 
Software Engineering 
Positions requiring EE degrees to organize and implement 
firmware programs to emulate computing systems; 
creative use ol existing computer logic for automatic 
. diagifosis ol hardware malfunctions;jlerve|op programs to 
automate manufactunng proceduresisimulate electronic* 
circuit response and slmubOeJogipfunctio^ 
QMMM* aifciifeEra in v " 
Quality EriQIneering ' 
Factory LkSson 
i 
On-campus interviews 
Wednesday, Feb. 5 
-
li! W0^ '«^>on,. conuctm Placement Dlfector 
- 
n the Occupational Placement Office now. It you cannot • 
fehedult an appointment lortholntanltw date, pleas* send 
Unto&ty Placement Directorort^ * "^ 
eodrqsibetow. y T , ~~ 
'j. » / ' M  
Uf 
DATA PROCESSING DIVISION '.C 
16550 W. BemartP^ Or, San Diego. Calif. 92127 
N C R  
ELECT 
EDDIE FISHER 
D A I L Y  T E X A N  
IDJTOR 
My endorsements include no! student or 
other political organizations because I am ho 
affiliated with any political grottps, 
machines, or cliques. 
pmkf for by Bddie Fisher * /H" . 
Football Recruitl 
Set for:'Sighing 
By BILL TROTr i * 
 ^Texu Stall Writer f #5?  ^
" Texas Head Coach Oarrell Royal and his start would like, to 
have a weiy bn .^day Tuesday. Hie future depaids on it ; 
Open season on senior high school football stars begins *I\i<es-
day. and there is along Ust of people Royal woold liketo see in 
Texas uniforms n«t!|all;:; .. i:;;;'V:;'vJv; \ :S 
Wilh Mike Presley passing up his final season of diphili^r, 
quarterbacks have become one of Texas' top priorities. The 
state's two test prospects are in San Antonio, a& both have iih 
<Ucated they are considering Texas. 
: All-Stater Ted Crmstamn H. im pnunds fmm :nmr»*hiil 
High School in San Antonio, is considered the "best all-aronnd— 
not a fantastic runner or passer, but a polished quarteibadL1 
. lite University's art departmait may turn out to be tbe hait 
that lures Coiistanzo to Tocas."Ht plans to major in aAahd 
impressed Austin's cultural environment. He is also con­
sidering Bailor. „ 
San Antonio Jay's Thomas Lott also could be runningtheTe*'-
as Wishboiie in the future. Lott, 5-11,180 poutids, is faster than 
Constanzo and considered more^>f a running threat, snmoHiing 
that defhiitely would be bf interest to Rcqral. Some schools 
reportedly, want to mati> a mnnmg hapfc nr rtpfwrcivp harV 
of Lott 
. Tlie No. I prize in this season's recruiting crop is naming bade 
Billy Sims of Hooks. Sims compiled ungodly statistics attheAA 
school and has his pick of school ,^ coaches and offensive fdr-
mations. /' 
Sims has already visited Texas and ranks tbe Longhprns hi^h 
on his-preference listalong with Oklahoma, Baylor and TCU. 
• Tens already has one strong verbal commitment from blue 
chipper Stan Singleton of Mesquite. Singleton was All-Staie as a 
wide receiver and defensive back, an.area where tbe Lon^torns 
were hurting all season.' 
Texas supposedly bas a good diance at signing Tyler's All-
State tight end' Ronnie Lee. Lee's ohfet' brother. Earnest 
transferred to the University this spring from Tyler Jonior 
College and is expected to contend for a starting defensive 
tackle "position. 
•-"5 
'75; 
Palmer sinks a putt oh 10th hole. 
Sport Shorts 
ing Earl Cairipbell's twin brothers, Tim and Steven, both defen­
sive linemen. Both had been expected to pttend Baylor where 
their former high school coach is now an assistant, but Earl 
reports they will sign with Texas. ' 
©rgers 
Super-Bert 
w/cheese ~* 
WHEAT BERRY BREAD now 
availablyori^ any sandwich ! 
. 3303 N. Lamar ,<?r^v«. . 
m 
CHICAGO (AP) - Rick 
Wohlhuter, a slightly built in­
surance agent who holds- the 
world 880-yard and 1,000-
: meter track records, Monday 
was named 45th winner of the 
• •! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I
Sullivan Award a  ^the nation's 
top amateur athlete oif. 1974. 
Wohlhuter, a former Notre 
Dame runner who has 
blossomed into a prime Olym­
pic candidate withi current 
string of 26 consecutive'vic­
tories. captured 2,643 points in 
the Sullivan ballotftig, follow­
ed by basketball star Oavld 
Thompson of North Carolina 
State with 2,267. .' 
Third in the voting by 1,200 
members of the news media 
members and the AAU Board 
of Governors was Olympic 
swimmer Shirley Babashoff, 
17. Mission Viejo Calif, with 
1.836 points 
* * * 
NEW YORK (AP) - Three 
more longtime baseball 
figures. Manager Bucky 
Harris and players Billy Her­
man and Earl Averill, were 
admitted to the Hall of Fame 
Monday, courtesy of the 
veteran's committee. 
They Join home run slugger 
Ralph ^ Kiner, admitted by the 
SAVE 49' ^ 
MUST MING COUPON : 
GOOD ALL SPRING SEMESTER 
Shoe Shop 
, • We make and 
f. 
$ lho«w belts 
leather 
..96od«f-
*SALE* 
SHKPSKIN 
, .. RUGS 
,5OTri,4 .^v«.,7w 
*ifAineisiuf * 
Various kinds, <alsn.- 7S' fter ft. 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Tertas 478-9309 
^51- <?*• 
AMERICA S FAVORITE PiZZA 
i l B B  
FAMILY NIGHT 
ff-i „ 
,1  ^
JBtfi 
if&y i"* 1 * * 
* W 
'  * » A s s o c i a t e d  
honored 
LUBBOCK (At«)b-^iSfe 
University of Texas'is plckcti 
to defend sticcessfully its ' 
Southwest Conference 
baseball championship ur the 
sixth annual poll by the Ldy-
bode Avalanche-Journal. Tix-
as A&M was second.. 
* *. * . . ' 
Five more University 
- women bowlers are needed to 
complete'Texas' delegation tb 
thfe Association of College 
Unions-International R^l<n 
12 Games Tournament at- ttb 
University of Houston. F«b;'}3, 
Since the Texas UniAa^^e 
local sponsor of the Dana# 
ty team, has no fociliUes 
try-outs, the women vrill 
! judged on their experi^Q 
: and a conversation with P$t 
'Hurley, Texas Unions games 
- .manager. Applicants most lw: 
taking 12 hours at the 
cannot be on sdwlaiifi  ^-
or social probation, and miM 
be-able to attend the touAiH' 
ment vS 
Hurley may be contacted"»fc 
471-4852 or 47l-l!H!)' ur in the 
•Ti 
"sSS 
"«g?-
WW 
-&''r 
4 »»4.' 
' . • 
* >' 7 -jswv 
"TUESDAY NIGHT - 5:30pmtb 8:30 pm 
All The Pizza And Salad You Can Eat 
Tuesday Night Is Special At Pizza Inn. We Serve A - -
-Delicious Buffet Selection'Of Pizza To Please The Taste  ^
Of Every Member Of Your Farjiily . 
Noon Buffet • Monday Thru Friday • 11.00 anito 2:00 prn  ^
— '' ' ^  . __ 
SKaret 
.^43T-W71 3000Duval . }M '^.*477-t75^m 
^ I S T I E S , ' 1 2 1 0 9  
^jjW37Hwy.W0J 
6 J0esday,.February 4, WSTHE 
I „ jniiiw 
•ABLY TEXANm^v 
•t&i- > , 
I 
EDDIE 
The University Flying Club 
Considers Environment & Economy 
UaM' to fly for le$$ 
Mr NbJ;7:3Hp.tn,; Raii( S"-;",' 
PLANTATION SOUTH 
APTS , 
ma&iats 
W santVallcy 442 
SS* 5)S® 
•w-A !• Mi 
v . „  
r: 
i-.m 
h i m  
• • T" ;• --• 
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Horns Try Hogs for First Win 
WlU-. By ED DALHESM 
:£-< 'Ten* Staff Writer 
FAYETTEVUXEArfc —The 
Texas basketball team. stilt 
looking for its, first Southwest 
- Conference victory after finnr 
games. wiB try aj^ib at I:3tt 
pjnJIliesday whenit takesoa 
the Arkansas Rsmteks 
,here. 
.White Texas has had mote' 
V tKanitesharp-nf prnMfrmg tflp-
si surprising Razoihaeks undiar 
new Coach Eddie Stttton haste 
" won three ami lost ady one in-
• - chiding a surprising 6*62 vic­
tory over Tfesas Ttedfc 
The Tem-Art»iiw 
pme aa kt 
broadcast on UBMM 
forwards tfhadte lltemy and 
Kent AQSsonL ace jjmtatn-
tOuiwmiiy uu Qtantha. 5afl>.. 
•"After ltalting the ffttrnt 
to 4toten®B$ and t® »r-
(ttstmnad tn> Muimuiqj BnatoiJ-
Ujrin 
;9D 
to be eomgetitwfer Sitnmi 
The thsee iftminr caflfega-
players wtlll he ipmafl hjr 
returning fetteruimn Biotay 
MiwHncfcanditaihMTti Btufcmmi 
D wmillftntt be hneT Saturn 
saifi "fllrtlgwunatijs'iBmimi 
gragrani. and an tfie Stttme«e 
wnmTt am ttrasSas. Wtasi 
Q ns 30 we tfaafl 
oroU* ana flnlwnr (nri&Ejpe 
tRsnnSiaiis, Ihffl to was mare 
Ussp tcangfliiiBaUHiy of She 
HamBhiirm.. "Sf$ -unbelrei-Hhk-
tfhm ithey",*«e Su5t all their 
jjaimes 9 (Sunk ttbeyireas#«d 
-as -HDfihntlf mi 'the ib»»qn— c*-
nwgfl ffnr ^faHh JmH A13B 
'Hn ©an Rrueger. 3tm not 
sure ttbey itinn5 !ha«e the test 
gpiHrfl im the umfareiice" Srn-
turn saifi 
ItaloKtiniaBjly ior Texas. It 
BIBS 4>EEN the «HR3V season ll-
"We're-a 
natmnali {pweec Oteqgttnm w£t& fttis aflflmrterfi aff tfct wmnigthalleiifti.' TocasOach 
SiennWIafHi^nd "Hwcljadn^ 
3nst Ga^sr. we wrnild iiave SWC tomdup 
made a letter progression ' 
Kri»eger s performance 
agamst A£M Saturday when 
he seated a career high 3D 
points has to be encouraging 
to Black. "He played the best 
ball game of his career." be 
said "He s getting closer all 
the time." 
The addition of a fully 
recovered Krueger isn't going 
lo solve all the Langborn 
problems, and Black obvious­
ly realizes thai "We've got to 
gei a liitle smarter before we 
can win ball gwnw 1 take the 
responsibility far not tparhmg 
them all they need to know." 
Ags To May SMU The Starting lineups 
SMl 
yMexican Slugger 
—«H Tillflliw 
Mexico's Hector Espino hilt hb second home run against Venezuela in the Caribbean 
Series in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Venezuela's Aragua beat the Hermositlo Naran|eros 
Monday, 6-5. 
LIT To Plaf St. Mary's 
By MARK YEMMA . 
1 
'Tens Staff Writer 
vi Looking-for its seventh win 
against two losses,- the -Texas 
women's basketball team will 
host once-tested St;- Mary's: 
' University at 7 p.m. Tuesday 
in Gregory Gym. 
Texas coming off an 88-53 
roasting of SMU Saturday 
night, will use its trademarks 
— a pressure defense and a 
fast break — against St. 
Mary's, said Texas Cdach 
Rodney Page. —' - •„ |( 
St. Mary's defeated Sanjtn-
tonio College 58-43Jrafi'o^ly 
game tHs:Sfefiflfi Jj»cadSe of 
probleSVR^i SettAg"-enough 
players tbgetSir, the team 
started,vfla)r late, Coach 
MigSbn "Butts explained. 
Texas hopes to avenge last 
year's 43-36.loss to'St. Mary's 
in the South-Central zone 
Tournament of the Texas 
Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women, 
v • "They're well-disciplined 
and well-coached!" Page said. : ' 
. St. Mary's will', bring a 
"small and relatively .'fastTV;-
team into this year's contest. 
Butts said. We have a balanc­
ed offense — anyone on our 
• .team can score?' she added. 
Drug Cen te r N e ed • 
Volunteeis. Call 472-HELP 
or472r9248. Come by 1114 
Manor Bd.: 
SEAHORSE CAR 
WASH 
-I Automatle • 
6 Self-Service 
1205 W. Komig 
Because of the point spread 
all of .Texas' players par­
ticipated in the-SMU game. 
Page hopes to play; his Entire 
team against1 Si Mary's, es­
pecially Ihe1 younger players. 
"They really "need the ex­
perience," he sakL 
: Only, one Texas player,; 
Lorene McCI^llan, is in 
questionable condition fur the 
St. Mary's "game.- She is 
recovering from an ankle in­
jury incurred last week. 
Despite Arkansas':-fine.. 
snowing, Sutton is m»fe im>-
pressed. "We're not a xray 
good hasketbaQ teantr he 
said. "Ev'erybo<fttvs heea 
writing usuptobebetteffttan: 
•we are. ' " 
"On a ghten nt^tt we eaa 
play well, but I doat thiiak: we 
can continue to shoot 5E9 pe^ 
cent from the fie£<t Oor 
defense has been poor^ ami it 
is going to catc& up t>» u&.~ 
Suttoasaid. :>- ... 
Like SttttDO. mag: of the 
team is also in its first yearat 
Arkansas. Three starters^ 
center Darylt Sat^bmjf am£ 
ofi (£. Bhtlfte White gMfawiim' vfloie tfis 
»an tte O^t HD sras. 
•«Q9n4U»san 
" i&mnes^tmry 
3aeTWifSBi«een> 
tguMgiiJliiueii 
T **> Z ** 
& ^-3 
& *3 
£CJO*misn 
Tommy ttTFil^rt 
H4CTv Person Svn^ruegrr 
•lai* B*ueriaila; 
P <ri Ss«lh 
f fr-C Sspb. 
C *4 &vh. G 5-11 jr & to-2 Soph. 
thini titfe saiifi /Sggje Qnathi Sfieffis; 3Bt&ciiE 
The Aggfejt fenrf Aibngne amti B^dnr. ^tih M. tjy a 
Rtqthi-<JtinnmR jtnttamegcmiMjtmiS&fnirftiyr rnitirwlftiwiiii. 
hnHt- fiWI^ lRHtfto Sittm arifaiitfiwfi fttw: ttmim «« nrmdti—juijy 
Thax eianes a ftiggw — Hiwtaig AfelK an Mhrnaia 'guiHiiii^ 
aSssniNBi hefiate the nesonaB h^BsMaa vamaiBs. 
SUSE, -ait S4. fe tsatf wiUhltes TlWb anfi fi^&qr tor tflinfl 
.pteios. The HBatianre B*dt to ®S$Biir Bn ttlafir llitit iKiafl(adfiig. 
CbmdhKAlhMwSlt off sib to>tasmit»i|fiqp 
the same wawMtfctnajBfititaaiw»\wftefflngfligaigailHBne~ 
Duatttorpmes'ttiasfiQpnigUL.BaeitlnrisBi'IteKisTfesftani 
TCST Ss alt Bate #4. ' 
THIS IS CUPIDI & 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood •••:; Plasma Donots 
 ^v Needed 
• Men & Women 
EARN $14 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
/ -SIS'Austin ' 
.Blood Components, Ine. 
: OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 PM 
TUES. & FRI. 8 AM to 3 PM 
CLOSED WED. A SAT. 
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
t$|» bowd placc 1 
Vltea^t: faab >«ou.' jO)in*iBi! us im sinjaaoiifiilmiRME 
Sji '^C^P' ajffltt Hasa fl cur sejatan-.d^. ttt® Utetn^aay iJMb. S 
Stui^Jaraoos 
MtDkhriina AttameRte 
WbeHi lienbai 
a».c2iu» 
r&minj Ruwraufc Rcttofc-Stajj^rtc TUmiftMiiaini MI Aoo*Kujafe UafMcTTnanBSBP-
ffrmayann Papri=>apK 
MUM rj>n 
^•y^^daaeacv 
RESEAP^H 
Thousands ofTopics 
$2.75 per page 
Send for your.up-to-date< 160fsgt, 
mall onler catalog. Enclose J1.Q0 
to cortr. postage ldelivery time: is 
ltd?days). ' ' . 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE; INC. 
11941WILSHIRE 81VD.; SUITE #2 
LOS ANGEIES, CALIF. 90025 
J213) 477-8474 w J77-54J3; 
MrmwmiaulwiiMuoMMtl 
- fwtirehntltttiit* 6oIY. 
SUMMCk JOBS 
We're looking 
for Counselors 
CAMP OLYMPIA -
is lookingforsummer counselors. If you 
enjoy the outdoors and the mwarding ex- , 
periend of wotking with childiwii visit the 
employment, center for an interview with' 
the Otympfa reftresentative. '- a -
frHURSDAY, 
< Liberal AYta piacement Center '' 
'r:'i * • '•i'--?-*-'-*'*--J-- »'• ' . . .... . 
KEASE NO CAUS—JUST DROP BY THE MACEMfNT 
"  M ' ^ C S N T i l t - A N O  S I G N  I f f ,  
j CertBmly Tint. In fact Charles looks 
stxnJX ss little like Cupid as you can 
~ -imagine. Come to think of it jew^eis 
without -cupidity are tiard to come by 
these days. You'll be pleasantly 
surprised toy the attitudes at Charles : 
IjBUtwyter's. His staff ts more ; 
concerned w/tti explaining facts and 
assuring your satisfaction than with 
tmnying a sale so the cash register 
can do its number. It's really 
something you need to experience to 
understand. Valentine's Day might be 
a good reason to try this remarkable 
stems, but dont expect Cupid. Even 
PUADI EC wiIh mm9S- Charles couldn't get off 
I l/WLt J the ground 
LCUTWYLER 
JEWELERS 
On the drag at 26th 
roiSMi 
FRIDAY NIGHt CHILD CARE 
> A SURVEY 'M 
The First Baptist Church is considering organizing a Friday Night CNU 
Care Center for fhtt children of students of the University of Texas. To 
help us in studying the feasibility of such a program, please complete 
and return the following: \ - . ' \ . 
1 would (would not) like to SN such a ^VFCTAME: 
center established. , Mj%dcW 
rcould («oujd.not|.pqy;^j ,^^ ')iJghr,f#r^^^ .^^  
(hesirvke.'' - ' Pnon«: the service. 
*T4>% , 
I would (would not) h«|p staff the service, 
ohe niaht per n^onth ln( lieu.'of payment;* 
No. of children: 
jjHease mail.totTlsVBaptist Church, 901 Trinity, Austin, Texas ATTN: JJ>. 
C-
w CUUIOTT in 4.i4iu^iuueiil stereo 
^sicms ta^hperforinance-
finw^ioaoe amsc-s^stems. radios 
gwwlnmlj tfhww^kn^ n.i*itLwM> 
mpiVCtt 
tbaunjm 
jkdvems Srst product the Advent 
JrfiiBl^ifBikerdesignwHy Hemy 
Elflss. was based on a jmsnise not 
•eaa- to socepL Hat iit was passible 
itDpdooesjjister^slBii. for 
a 'moflentte prime wafli oroall 
jperfnrmanoe ffiaTifiw at Beast 
equal in «nery aoSSfle and isefnl 
a^edt <t£ fte an£t o^ieosve 
A weaker that 
«oild be^aneen comiaiUUy by 
the m^jroaty <# £<nd anqSifiersand 
TOcawers mow aronWWf. -wifli a 
power maijin sufficient for file 
rmncl jfamnnwlii  ^wmwl mytpwal 
teqiinai.Ueftatc[{toe> 
is ttoit fcBBfe of Advnit 
iwguaiflmnnm. wamfliis(»neaaifle 
mnsC gaggasag alluiwitM^Bficslto 
Buififi iitttc® 
Or for mafe matter  ^whsu was the 
WTETYASGMG BBTT IMCIIITIMATEL  ^
"  ^why wetesnhigtfcQiB 
the AfewAt^tpotatiianL ginll^ iuwwn ttn ten. Itotfl n< (^aji». 
su^BBaai 
tanwte 
AaveiitL makes what shuufiil he a 
very espenswe speaker. BUt 3t SstiU 
Yomedn boyit Sir astBUfc^SUtt 
Ami joo canft touclb its sound Snr 
twice that price. Boil tfiet we hsie 
to say that hesaose we 
Rigiklt? Weit. S>m«w g>muiur Has aa 
w  ^Bonwa ns ate oniUtw Sn-tbrar 
anla Snnnttaraff 
s what ttejr s^r ahooi: the 
Atftrent UNategoteK. "Ihe Bmcs 
1J|WIB aWHWfc 
wagr Am wfllh *«y thsr 
djstMrtMM ^ 'TOftantAifanlWi Hh» 
Advent is ooe a£ the snmai&st and 
abe tflljimte mpetluiuiance and 
a tog wagr Mow-it in price- The 
< :ilt«!guiy in wflnrih most serines 
Saaeners. S*3iewng fiiat further 
ampiwemwffs ate not worth the 
added rost. deade to tmv. 
nasganniiHte: g»war 
5B«s. Snr a nrajjor gneqwltei uff ttte. 
gnommtts Bar tfle Hmme. iUslhifllnfc 
DQU^U '^ off ifls tBttai^imJn 
mow in 
ADVENT 
Aget of children: 
W p.m. Happy Hour ' 
Candidates for Texas 
Swith TSP OuHBdahML 
: , Studept Pubilcalloiut 
, —  ^- Jil 'folk informally OH the ufleinoew 
__fore the election. Free. Texas Tavem. Ideas 
^Issues Committee. ' \ ' " 
'filflU *"•« Strado,".1fWUhi ..studies a sideslMw 
I  i l ! E 5 , h ? < m V P W i t h q s l m p i i - m l n d e d 9 M d a * £  
faculty;.and staff; $UO 
mMn!U»Ri>r^ W 
RAfwrv 
s.3 
wwwiPTf"  " W "  
• ; -,s - - :,^ ®f N-  ^ 1HMI 
fllBMIlM 
''ykw" fi' " ""*'fW^W'' " ** 
Judge Herman Jones of 53rd 
District Court has issued an 
interlocutory judgment by 
default against County Atty. 
- Ned Granger for failure to 
answer a suit concerdng his 
ownership of property' 
Granger has been cited for 
maintaining a substandard 
residence at 808 Lincoln St. 
The tentative Judgment for­
bids Granger from continuing 
to maintain a "public 
nuisance" at the Lincoln 
Street adress. 
In addition, it says the city 
should proceed with" trial 
against City National Bank, 
which holds a lien on 
Granger's property. The bank 
has filed a routine denial In 
the case. 
A substandard residence, 
defined under chapter 40 of 
the city code entitled "The 
Minimum Housing Code," 
provides for property not to be 
rented or . resold until 
repaired, to protect future 
residents. 
Broken windows, lack of 
heating facilities,' screenless 
windows and decay of various 
sorts are among the 
irregularities that make a 
house unsuitable for occupan­
cy. a spokesman at the. city at­
torney's office said. 
These irregularities are 
detected routinely by city 
housing inspectors. 
Granger's house was 
declared substandard by the 
city in September, 1973, and 
City Council took action last 
July against the Lincoln 
Street house and another 
house owned by Granger at 
2017B E. Third St. ^ 
After Granger failed to 
make repairs, both cases 
were turned over to the 'city's 
legal department for disposi­
tion. - •• 
v > a , 
Only the'E^st'Third.Stree^.i'^^lniheeVentG^anger'faUs to^i 
house has been repaired. : v comply' with this order, the'w 
After final; judgment has " , city will be authorized to tear® 
been jentered • against him,: down the structure and bill 
Granger, will have 30 days to Granger for the demolition.- ~r 
repair, remove or demoMsJi. , ; Grangei; .was :unavaUablj!ta | 
the Lincoln Street house. Jor comment Monclay. 
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# EXPERIENCE^ 
1. Two yaars professional «xp«Hmw* 
2. 27'hours In School of Communication* 
3. Appointed Assistant Managing Editor of Thai Pally 
Texan; also Mfakcup Editor, Staff WHtor, and Copy 
Editor. 
4. Rvo Long sessions, on* summer at U.T. Austin 
5. Supportive fields -French & English i 
pdforby£ddlaFlthar ' -
Travis County Com­
missioners unanimously 
awarded the county; am­
bulance service contract to 
Austin Ambulance Service 
Monday for 10 months. 
Austin Ambulance will' 
provide emergency service -
for the county from March |" 
'i to Dec. 31 at the cost of I1.600L; 
Abortion Services.p'™™ WB 1 
'VI • mitted a bid, Commissioner;. 
By JOAN . HEGARTY 
GtVENS . • 
University women seeking. 
abortions are referred to local 
physicians, Brackenridge 
Hospital or an outpatient 
clinic in San Antonio, Austin 
medical and abortion referral 
personnel said Monday. 
The clinic In San. Antonio, 
Reproductive Services, 
charges $150 to abort a 
prgenancy of less than' 10 
weeks, a staff member of the 
Austin Planned Parenthood 
clinic said. 
Austin physicians charge 
$160 to $175 for the procedure, 
she said. 
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Com* by 
TSPBUg. 
Room 3.200 
and piat* 
your 
Unthuifbd 
Ad 
students only 
pre-paid 
'*• no refunds -
25th & Whitis 
M?fp <t.„V 
[Show your Valentino' 
you havo a heart— 
, buy her a pizza. 
. GOOD THIS IfXITH OKItfWITHCOUPOl 
«1 Off ANY UHQI PIZZA. 
2100-A Guadalupe 
* 474-2321 
Wedding Pictures' 
Rbyce Portraits 
• FREE - 5x7 Announcement Picture 
• FREE- 11x14 Bride's Color Portrait -
• FREE - 8x10 Leatherette Album 
With All Wedding Candida Ordatad Serving 'The Unlvanity" for 30yaara 
24206uqdalup« 472-4219 
Bob' Honts.said. Capltal'Aniv 
bulance Service made a bid of -
$2,200 per month.'" 
"The decision was'ittfrbfcsed'}: 
on finances alofte," Hon£»" 
said, adding that ' Capital's 
standards,were not as higji as > 
Austin Ambulance's, " • j 
Capital said they'could'not 
answer a call within 80V 
seconds during : the v night. 
while Austin- Ambulabce 
could. Also Capital swas got 
able to comply with the , 
regulations on having trained 
personnel available for the . 
first six> months of the con­
tract,- Ifonts said. \v : 
cQmpusbffefs  
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VhM* by Za* Ryef 
, A Muddy issue 
/A Unfv«rtity co*d flndt Thr Ttxan a hondy wtty to r 
^proftd h»rwlf from q cold, wl wollc on th» Drag. t 
Brain Bowl 
.Take a "trivia" test for a spot in the 
audience show on Feb. 13. Gome at 
one of the following times: 
"J r i ^ ] 4k 
Feb. 4 4-5 p.m. or 7-8 p.m. 
Feb. 5%?4-5, p.m. or 7-8 p.m. 
- Texai Union South No. 1^10; 
» 
t 
§f^ Bilildingon Tradition 
• Inveirtlflative roportinfl 
I##I iwm»m and 
VA 
' • I 
apontor: Union Recreation Committee 
TSP and Texan editor can­
didates will meet from 4 to 6 
p.m. Tuesday in the Texas 
Tavern to discuss-thek. plat­
forms and answer questions. 
The program is sponsored by 
the Texas Union Ideas, and 
Issues Committee.' 
Honor Society 
Mortar Board, • a national 
honor society for senior 
women, is accepting-
recommendations for,, 
prospective members. 
Outstanding university 
women with.a GPA of 3.0 and 
who will have completed 90 
hours, at (the end of this 
semestei*. are eligible for 
membership; 35 places will be 
available for fail, 1975. Infor­
mation sheets • may.be ob­
tained at the general litforma-
tlon ,bo,othr.in the'Main 
Bulfdirfg^throughFeb.14;.^-' 
For additional information, 
call Clare Buie, 475-1811, or 
Dr. Margaret BenV,-47I-U33. 
*NMOUNCWil«t«- fv i • , J>role»wr of BWflrapfij. , -
nx*F UM0N- mum coMnynii win MRUTTMBN of OKHOOKM tamea will, -
• . sponsor 4h« film "La Sfratfa," «t T meet \ p.m. Tuesday In Oeolooy-V 
and 'J p.m. TM««(#yi Ik Burdlne Building 100 to beer John M. Denv 
Auditorium. Acfmlsslon nSi-lef^' rnifffllpMk- OIF "lnfluihc»*of^'; 
•students, faculty end stafl, .^fystatlc Sea-Uvel Chanoet on Oil ' 
members.- j Accumulations In thr Ap-
l%lelnllh*Basln." 
MUTINOS 
AMWCAN MAtKCTtNO ASSOCIATION will 
meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday In Scftoiz 
Garten. 
CONOjWB ASIAN SCHOUB COMMTTTM 
. wltt meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday In 
Garrison Hall TOO to discuss land 
reform fn the People's Republic of 
China with Of. Charles JB. Greer, 
TA*a*a4*5TUtt>iam tronsored by the,.. 
Laboratory ^R^S4l-Awlir meet, at; 
noon iWsdayfn J««-Ctnter AStt; 
UT ROOCO ASSOCIATION wlil mftt at 
p.m. Tuesday In tor 
organize for the spring semester^ 
Robert Blossma^ wljl. speak OIJ 
"National Intjttcollaglate.- Rodeo^ 
• Association.'? ' - • . " ! / 
p 
I 
I 
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I will be held Tuesday through 
|h- Thursday In Geo. 402. 1-4 p.m. 
Interviews for the 
School of Social & Behavioral 
Sciences Council 
magazine, circulated 
™So.i 
month .... and is read 
more often than any text' 
K book .... «ure to; give 
< advertisers an audfeHce 
- -that wilt blaze a mul-
' titude of trail* to their 
stores .... leading to spec­
tacular results? cV ,L • 
PEARL' magazine, of 
course .^The s tudent -
magazine 
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Stop til on* of our pooj/li fodoy . 
WEST MALL m UTTJLEjPIELD FOONTAlN 
K\W-
BILL GARLAND 
-T# 
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"WMTORp 
The Dally Texan novy gives you adequate information i 
about the workings of Austin, the state of Texas and ! 
sometimes Afghanistan. As editor of The Dally Texan, s 
• Bill Garland would provide a -new foi^im on forces ' . 
& shaping and, sonje say, destroying: our-University. , -
u 
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Why Shiould YOU 
Vote in Austin? 
WP' ' «'X,J & I V / X - , , -f 
* i i --K. 
Because you live here 9 months every* 
<year, Thpt i means - these decisions* 
foffect your daily life; tl ; ^ ^ 
'' -»V 
•  To retain or  destroy a  jneiKhborhood park 
• .To Increaseordecreaseyour utiU-. 
; & rates 
• To provide ample transportation" 
^service or to ignore the concerns of 
4.U.? /fjJ 
^vn^.rVS 
Williams® 
9*r\-
p%**$ 
s 
soopbox 
Argue Tower Issue 
Tg the'Tower deck used not beeft able to go up on the 
mainly by tourists? President Tower, I have talked with a/! 
Ad Interim Lorene Rogers number of students and they] 
thinks so. University students, all agree that the Tower; 
however,^ do not'respond' so should remain open. About the, 
conclusively. * ' }\ rejected proposal to enclose; 
The Board of Regents' deci- the area with bars, the school] 
sion to close the Tower'per- spends so much money on 
manently^ .and'Rogers' stated everything else. Why don't the] 
ment Friday that the Univer- regents take some money, 
Sity had better things to spend from the athletic department? 
money on than "building; a I think they could afford it/' 
viewing center- for "tourists" GERALYN SEIDULfi,; 
prompted various responses sophomore, College of, 
f.across campus. Natural Scierfces — "!• 
' s-AT" -v S definitely disagree with Presi-
WANDA WILLIAMS, dent Rogers' statement, 
junior, College of Natural- Although I have not been on 
Sciences — I'l agree with the Tower deck since I was 
President Rogers' statement very young,, I still feel that it 
because even though I have should be open to the public. £ 
been up on the deck a number MARK GOZA, freshman, 
•Of times, it was only to show college of Business Ad-
Jvisiting guests Ground. The ministration — "Tourists are 
^Tpwer should.be closed ..Some mainly all that go up on the 
?ay fl>at if a person's going to deck; I know I went up when I 
.commit suicide it wUlhappen, ^3 younger, but I haven't 
not matter what. I disagree, if been up since. I don't think 
•Jheig; -.is .an- eerily.- accessible that bars should be cop-
place, a person is more likely structed Bars around the 
to consider suicide. deck would not prevent^ 
. ROSA SIMS, graduate stu- suicide, it might prevent em-
dent. School of Liberty barrassment for the regents. 
Sciences''Although this Is but would not prevent 
myfirst semester and 1 have suicides. 
Seidule 
Goza 
VOTE 
CHRIS KOLLAJA 
TSP BOARD 
PUCE I -J 
STUDENT AT LARGE 
pMpemk*Khmrth-inri'lrr CMM 
Former UT Professor 
Dies After Long Career 
• Edwin Hale, "University professor emeritus in economics, 
died Monday in a local hospital at the age of 81. Hale taught 
for 39 years and served as chairman of the department three 
times. 
Funeral arrangements will be announced by Wilke-Clay 
Funeral Home. • 
A' specialist in comparative economic systems-and 
development of economic theories, Hale also was a frequent 
arbiter in labor disputes. 
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TURTLE SEZ 
T FOR TEXAS * 
T FOR TURTLE } 
i 
i 
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i 
i 
i 
JLfM 
T for Turkey, Turtle's 
Swiss Gobbler. 
Tender Turkey Breast; 
"Swiss Cheese, Pickle, 
Tomatoes, & Lettuce tool 
TURTLE'S KITCHEN 
Inside A. Different Drummers* 
2405 Nueces 
THE BRUSHY CREEK7 
for Family Style Bar-B-Que 
Chicken, Beef 
Sausage & Ribs, Beans, 
Potato Stffad & Cole Slaw 
.25 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Monday-Saturday 11:00a,m.-9:00p.m. 
Closed Sunday 
call for reservations: . « 
255-3253 ; 
111 West Main Street 
In Round Rock 
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Election Revisions Asked 
Campaign Cuts Favored for Campus Races 
By JOY HOWELL 
Texan Staff Writer 
A proposal to cut maximum 
campaign expenditures more 
than 30 percent will go before 
. the Student Senate Wednesday 
night, but Lyn Breeland, 
social and behavioral sciences 
senator, said this plan is a 
watered-down version. 
"Originally we proposed a 
strict spending limit of $25 
and a ban on leafleting. Cam­
paign paranoia set in, and 
then the senators started flak­
ing. The last Senate meeting 
looked like a psoriasis ward," 
Breeland said. 
The current proposal will 
limit expenditures for the 
presidential and vice-
. presidential rates to $300 for 
the primary election and $100 
for a runoff. This is a substan­
tial reduction from the $750 
limit imposed previously. 
UNDER THE PROPOSED 
$300 limit candidates can still 
print leaflets for mass cir­
culation. Breeland feels 
leafleting often discourages 
students participating in stu­
dent elections. 
"A lot of people are turned 
off by someone shoving 
. leaflets in their faces. With 
this limit a candidate still has 
enough money to print over 
10,000 leaflets and have four 
days of 12-column inch ads in 
The Texan. 
"We're locked into this 
system of leafleting and Tex­
an ads. he said. 
Bill Parrish. Student 
Government vice-president, 
expressed his support of 
leafleting with certain restric­
tions. 
'I think leaflets help 
generate interest in an elec­
tion and inform the voters 
People are usually receptive 
to leaflets the first two days 
After the second day. though, 
people get sick of having a box 
shoved in their faces as well 
as leaflets." he said 
'I d be in favor of limiting 
days and hours that leaflets 
can be passed out on cam­
pus.' Parrish added 
THE PROPOSAL also 
provides limits on senatorial 
races. Senate-at-large can­
didates could spend up to $200 
for the first election and $75 
for a runoff. Senatorial can-1 
didates from specific colleges 
would be limited to $100 and 
$50 for a runoff. Previously 
the limits were $300 for 
senators at-large and $150 for 
senators running from their 
respective colleges. 
'I think we've come up with 
a good compromise. Parrish 
said. 
The University of Houston 
has similar limitations 
Presidential and and vice-
presidential candidates can 
spend up to $250 for the 
primary and $150 for a runoff. 
THE MAXIMUM for Senate 
candidates is $75. and since 
each candidate must win the 
plurality of votes there are no 
runoffs. In addition, the stu­
dent government publishes a 
voter s guide. Rick Fine, stu­
dent government president, 
said. 
We pay our school paper to 
publish it as a supplement. 
They also cover any candidate 
forums held and interview 
cancfldates as tliev announce 
for the election. Fine said. 
AT UT R| Paso, presidential 
and vice-presidential can­
didates are limited to $100 
dnd senators cannot exceed 
$90. Twenty percent of 
UTEP s 11.500 students voted 
in the last election. 
Texas A&M University 
limits its student government 
executive candidates to $65 
and $15 for a runoff Senate 
candidates can spend up to $35 
with no runoffs Student 
Association President Steve 
Kberhard said some efforts 
are being made to raise the 
expenditure ceiling 
In order to reach all the; 
off-campus students we> 
probably should have a $100-' 
$200 limit Out of a campus* 
enrollment of 16.000. however.-
25 percent voted in the last * 
election he said > 
Last vear 8.293 students' 
voted in the Student Govern-* 
ment elections That is ap-.r 
proximately 20 percent of the! 
total IJmversitv enrollment •£ 
Squeeze QftJ 
•UT iimumin uum 
NO COVER CHARGE TONITE 
UVf AUSTIN 
ROCK 'N ROU. BY 
Sunday-
Aaifll* Mayan 
tplua tttouranl 
Cheapest Beer in Town 
Spaghetti Gala - Tues. & Sun: 
5 p.m. - Midnight 
Spaghetti - $1.19 a plate 
Wine 20' & 35* a glass 
Pitcher 
$1.10 
$1.60 
Shiner 
Michelob 
Also serving Lasagna & Spaghetti 
FrL, Sat, Sun. evenings 
2801 Guadalupe 472-3034 
A GnoYamfn Enterprise 
THE SOUTH DOOR 
'CLUB 
live Band • Dancing - 7 Nitet a Week 
This Week Featuring 
SPRINCFIELD WEST 
Tuetdqy Night Only 
FREE COVER & 
1 FREE DRINK 
UtWMn 8:00 - 9:30 p.m. I 
wllh .thh coupon, limit I per person | 
Unescorted Ladiet Fne-Sun.-Thuri£^—~S~~~ 
Off E. Riverside Behind the Pizza HOK 
444-0711 
Happy Hour 7:30 - 9:00 Daily 
Squeeze Inn 1 
Everybody's Bar 
Foosball Tournament 
Tonight 
Maximum eight teams 
$40 to the winner 
Yo'll Comet 
t*o 
GO 
'm£* 
TUESDAY IS SORORITY 
DISCOUNT 
NIGHT AT SMYLIES 
SMILE 
With a sorority I.D. you eon get $.65 high 
balls and $1.65 pitchers of beer Tuesday. 
We're open noon 'til midnight, and we're 
located at 19th and Nueces. Come to 
Smylie's and /oin the fun. 
SMYUE'S 
19th and Nuwci 
Serving the finest liquor in Austin 
TONIGHT 
LONGNECK NIGHT 
40* Budweiser and Lone Star 
and a 
50's Show Not To Be Missed 
with 
Johnny Dee & The 
Rocket 88's 
Coming Tomorrow Night 
MATRIX 
THE BUCKET 23rd and Pearl 
Next Door to Mo/H's Italian Rest. • 3 Hrt he Parking 
M'Sni 
rSSSXsH 
. £vXwv-»_ 
iMtmt 
t>wXv>X«H 
>>X%vXv>M WXvXw" 
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j Feed a Friend Free every Tuesday 
at Luigi's. Two plates of spaghetti for 
the price of one. Get together with a 
friend (or find one here) & cruise by. 
2100-A. jftWupei 
J. I , J mJJim £ 
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$2.00-AH NHkt SI TRANS *TEXAS: 1 •jwTfcTwSrSSTuj^qi ^  fivvv 
il WINNER OF 6 
{ACADEMY AWARDS! 
DOCTOR 
ivl» Christm 
. Omar SJiarif <> 
jrOPEN AT 6:00 
Rnt liNt 
At*?30 n^n.4 w ' 
HOOt—tfcrt-lKjm 
'AOHULTS $1.00 
Tit SHOWTIME 
' KOKE NITE 
PUS 
BIN.1 
f • ^ f—ITRANS 
OPEN 1.-00 
NO PASSS —_____ 
i ' HJV22Z4 eMahna* |*Mr Locke fcJJm Buckl^-prtMnt^^.y 
* A Mammoth OtfTOfltfTHfi 
nmmor 
YTSTEWtttSV-
MTOIJIEpOES! 
•nrnacnnaa^' Wmi tkmbbmi 
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<M0-530-fc40 
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| INGMAA BERGMAN'S . 
ISCENESFROM 
A MARRIAGE 
UV UUMANN •••„. 
BIBI ANDERSON -v 
OPEN 1:45 
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• By VICKY BOWLES 
Texan Staff Writer 
To a child of the rock and 
roll era, jazz has a mystique 
which seems to warn, "this is 
.serious music: it must be 
thoroughly 'understood' to be 
appreciated." 
, Anyone who went to the 
Dave Brubeck concert Sunday 
at the Paramount Theater 
with this attitude, as I did. 
must have been pleasantly 
surprised u discover that jazz 
is a very basic and easily com­
prehended brand of music. 
There is much in jazz for the 
fan who doe^i* z know a time 
signature from a hole in the 
ground. I was astounded. 
A FATHER BROUGHT his 
young son (certainly no older 
that 4 years) to the concert, 
and that boy had a wonderful 
time. As Darius Brubeck. 
Dave's eldestsson-and leader 
of the DariuijBruhfeck Ensem­
ble.'told me1 plater, "That's 
great that a .kid. lite that has 
such hip parents. Our music is 
natural to him (like the rock­
ing of a cradle)." 
One thing that really shines 
through when watching the 
two generations of Brubeck. 
and the accompanying ensem-
ble is the gciod time they haive 
exploring the ni^mis of their , 
'Delightfully 
oiiTmiicous.1  
music. Unlike the rock musi­
cian whb is so wrapped up in 
the. su«^ss formuIa he has 
discovered for his music, jazz 
is based primarily on im­
provisation. making each con­
cert an • experience for the 
musicians as well as the 
audience. 
The first show was 
somewhat tentative, since the 
Brubecks had no idea what an 
Austin audience "might res­
pond to. they, started with 
some Brubeck traditionals. in­
cluding "Unsquare Dance." 
Brubeck commented that they 
i the original Brubeck 
quartet) had done so much ex­
perimenting with odd time 
signatures— all the way up to 
35-4 
— that someone once ask­
ed in exasperation, "What 4 
(fori?" 
BRUBECK lEfcT tlje stage 
for a time to let the ensemble 
show off its "new stuff." Eas­
ing progressively into real im­
provisation, they began with 
"Juice." written . by sax 
player Jerry Bragonzi; 
"Dance of the Beings," by 
bass player Rick Hilbern and 
finally a very "Zappaesque" 
version of "Walk On," 
developed by clarinetist Perry 
Robinson. 
• Certainly one of the most 
talented musicians on stage 
Sunday was the. ensemble's 
PHANTOM 
—nf the 
PARADISE ^ 
P A R A m O U N T  ,  
$1? TIL 7 PM 
6:20 8:20 1a 00 
•AGUir STATES OIUVE4N ? 
Show TOWN USA 
^m»r« ii iHiMtcW: 
OPEN 6.-30 SHOW 7sOO 
It was a 
urttithat 
• AltOlMN 
NIL: WOHI.II 
11WV luff 
TOE TEXAS 
Happy Hour 
; Beer Specials 
Pearl $1.25 pitdm 
Schlitz $1.40 iackr 
M i c h e l o b  $ 1 . 6 0 p i t d » r  
4-7 p.m. weekdays 
TW Town aloatod btilin 
ii nftry-.^yn 
Madcat. a harmonica player. 
and - flautist-' extraordinaire 
Madcat s solo improvs often 
extendedtotwdbr'threetimes^ 
the length of tbe otfiers". much ^ > 
to the delight of DaveSnibeck 
himself, who .obviously .con­
siders this odd little man a 
superb musician. Even the ex­
pected "train sounds" which-
every harp player performs. 
were a unique experience with . 
Madcat, and his more in* 
tricate playing is the kind of • 
memory one wants to hold 
forever. 
"TAKE FIVE" is 
Brubeck's best-known piece 
(as well as the first jazz angle 
ever to sell one million . 
records), and l heard it twice 
Sunday. In the first show, it 
seemed a little uncomfortably 
experimental, with Madcat's 
. jew's harp a bit out of sine' 
with, tlje rest of the music. But 
by the second show, the jew's 
harp meshed . perfectly, and 
the restof the bandv'securein 
the knowledge that Austin has 
a well-informed jazz 
audience, improvised their 
hearts out. 
• Anyone left with doubts 
after this monumental con­
cert about the future of 
Paramount lnc.*s hopes for 
the landmark Paramount. 
Theater should be braised 
over a slow fire. If this' is an 
indication of. their, plans and 
aspirations, all I can do> is 
steal from the ads for "That's 
Entertainment!" "Boy. do we 
need it now!" " 7— — 
Dave Brubeck 
Randolph Whitford" will give a scholarship 
recital sponsored by the Pearl Amster Foun­
dation at 8 p.m. Tuesday at Grace Nazarene 
Church. 1006 W. Koenig Lane. The perfor­
mance will include Beethoven's Fifth Cello 
Sonata. Tchaikovsky's Rococo Variations and . 
the Chopin Cello Sonata Tickets will be S3 at. • 
the door. 'K-'.vfvvi; 
• * 
Trios by LoeiUet,- Beethoven and Brahms 
will be performedJ)y. University faculty ar­
tists at 8 p.m. Tuesday jo the Music Building 
Recital Hall; The concert, free to the public, 
will feature Department of Music artists Lila 
Guerre. piano; Phyllis Young, cello; Leland; 
. Munger, clarihet; and John Hicks, flute. 
The program includes Trio Sonata in B 
major for Flute. Cello and Piano by LoSUet: 
Trio in B-flat Major. Op. U, for Piano, Cello 
and Clarinet by Beethoven;' and Trio in A 
.minor.,Op. 114, for Piano, Cello and Clarinet 
, by Brahms. • '' • • ' •' 
*  *  * '  
The Joy Unpins and Pure Joy Productions 
will present an edited version of "Marat-
Sade" with rock and rolTscorihg at 10:30 p.m. , 
Thursday and Friday at the Gaslight Theatre, 
316 W. Sixth St! V , -
»«•» MJ 
YoiillFEELjt as well a$ see it 
New Riders at Armadillo 
^ -
111 I I I I I f 111 < I II * » • iSnnpy-jp 
The New Riders of the Pur­
ple Sage, will jperform at 8 
p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday 
at Armadillo World Head­
quarters. , . 
The New Riders signed with Co1 
Columbia Records in 1971, and 
their first record "New 
Riders Of the Purple Sage" 
was released in September of 
that year. It was followed in 
1 9 7 2  b y  t w o  a l b u m s  
••Powerglide" and Gypsy-
Cowboy" and in 1973 by "The 
Adventures of Panama Red."-
^.consists of John 
lead !|*yj 
vocals "a 
David'Ne 
Skip Battin 
vocals: Spenser 
drums; and Buddy Cage on? 
pedal steel guitar 
GI11LS Ii\ 
see the shameful things 
that put them behind 
walls...and the worse 
things that happened 
after they got there. 
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Tonight ( 
Presents 
*z7h".!Epic-7hat 
THE BIRTH OF A NATION 
v 
• (1915) • • zi 
Directed by D.W. -Griffith 
With tJIIian GIsh. Maa Marsh. Henry B. Walthall, and 
Miriam Cooper-
.... The mosl beautiful singte, shot I have seen in any tnovie is 
Ike battle charge in THE BIRTH OF A NA TfON..." There are 
many othersin that one film: the homecoming of the defeated 
hero; the ride of the Clansmen; the rapist and his victim 
among the dark leaves; a glimpse of 0 war hospital; dead 
young xotdiers afler battle; the dark, slaw movement of the '-
Union Army atcay from the camerxj ... (BIRTH OF A 
.NATION) is equal .with lirady's photographs, Lincoln's, 
speeches. Whitman's poemy... it is equal; in fact,-to the best 
uork that hits been done in this country. And among moving-
pictures it is aione. not neefssarily as 'the greatest' —" 
whatever thai means- - but as the one grtat epic, tragicfilm," 
-James Ap*. Agee on Film, 
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inting Live Performer 
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^''t">fBy BILL DARWIN = "l 
fjjp^gS;*' Texan Staff Writer '" 
'. Despite sporadic bravos ' and » 
final, half-baked standing ovation, J 
Fhad.much difficulty in listening to. 
pianist - Claudio Arrau's Cultural 
' Entertainment Committee-"^ 
ijiponsored perforjnance Sunday m 
|^«uriici'pal Auditorium. ^- • 
«£_<• Although Arrau commands ah ad-
>.mirable following and is certainly-
iwell represented on disc, his playing 
' ^has never succeededin stirring my 
'^interest A prime example would be 
. his performance of Beethoven's 
^-semi-programmatic "Sonata in E-
;•• flat Major", subtitled "Les Adieux"' 
•hy Beethoven's original publisher. 
TTie three movements deal respec­
tively .with thedeparture (Les 
Chjlearr Pianist's Technique 'Stodgy, Pedantic' 
' Adieux); the "absence (L'Abs?nce) 
and . the return (Le Retour) of 
Archduke Randolph of Vienna, a 
patron of Beethoven..-
ADMITTEDLY, THE SONATA is 
overperformed and requires a truly 
outstanding effort to arouse interest 
after- the, listener's initial "not 
' again."'Arrau has obviously played 
it frequently;'and'after Sunday's 
performance one can definitely say 
ONCE too often.:Lack of dynamic 
expression, except in: obvious soft-
loud contrasts, .lent a banal and 
listless mood to'the entire sonata. 
Although placed after Beethoven's 
melodious: and; familiar sonata, 
Liszt's "Sonata in B minor" con-
. tinued the dullness' with which the 
.recital began..>>The one-movement 
sonata, based upon four themes 
which undergo remarkable cyclic 
developments, received only 
earthbound indulgence from Arrau. 
In the liner notes, Arrau is quoted 
as interpreting the sonata to be 
representative of the three 
protagonists, of Goethe's "Faust." 
Even though I fail to see how he 
determined this, if he sees it, fine, 
but he should not bore people with it. 
The interdependence of the themes, 
the nuances, of keyboard sonority, 
indeed the entire concept of this 19th 
Century masterwork was submerg­
ed in a ruminative dreaminess that 
only Arrau could have been able to 
decipher. 
THE LISZT SUFFERED es­
pecially from Arrau's approach to 
the sonority of the instrument. Ac­
companying rhythmic figures in the 
left hand and heavy use of the sus­
tain pedal created a sluggish sound 
which all too often obscured the 
right hand's frequently-more impor­
tant role. Forte bass chords could be 
described in no other manner than 
ugly. . 
The broad tempo of the Grandioso 
section tried my patience and ruined 
its effect Although the Andante 
sostenuto section was warm and in­
timate, the sonata as a whole was 
drawn out to an absurd extreme. 
To my disappointment, 
Schumann's "Etudes Symphoni-
ques" were no improvement. The 
Death' Powerful Dra ma 
initial thematic exposition revealed 
Arrau s tiring fondness for ex­
cruciatingly slow arpeggiations and 
senseless placement of rubato. The 
problem of Arrau's imposing sense 
of rubato removed all life from the 
fierv Finale (Allegro bnlliante). 
Absent throughout the Etudes, 
which are actually variations on the 
initial theme, were the opposing 
moods of Schumann, the poetic fan­
tasy of the piece and almost 
everything else in the music. 
Lyrical Esebius and dramatic 
Florestan. Schumann's names for 
his two alter egos, suddenly became 
stodgy and pedantic Claudio Arrau,-
a person whom Schumann never 
heard nor heard of, fortunately 
KRMH and 
CALICO PRODUCTIONS PRESENT 
r^r-1Pippin' 
The Tony A ward-winning musical, withmuiJcand 
lyrics by Stephen . Schwartz, directed and 
choreographed by Bob Fosse;: will be presented at 8 
p.m. ht 12 in .Municipal Auditorium.-Tickets for 
. Cultvral Entertainmant CommittM opttonorl tarvica 
fee holder* are on tale atHoggAuditoriuin Box Office 
and are p riced from 5 0 cen t* to $1.50. General ticket; 
are •also on sole, prkod from $3.50 td $4.50.M&-C 
televisions^-
.: '.-c-ing-Simon Wort, Anttiony Hoplitm. 
' **"-9 America 
24 Movie:, "Death Be Not Proud," 
starring Arthur Hill, Jane Alex­
ander,- Robfr Benson. 
36 Adaro-12 
7:30 
7 MASH „ 
9 The Ascfint of Man •" 
36 HaHmorK HoH .QC Fame:- "All. 
Creature* Great and Smali/' starr-
• .. 
'7 Hawaii Flv«K> -V - • 
- . . '  
9 Woman • - ,»* -»• 
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9 Spondstape—Donovan' and Dave 
M a w n . .  
- zr^arf Cui Welby - ^ 
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^ V Vr „ t 
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-wutojiraPort . 4 
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;i50' 
1 Anditoriiun/8HM)P91 
o ^omailServiees 
ilcket sides begin l|aesdayt Januaiy'SK/ *' 
. Hogg Box Office/lCfe weekdays - -» p -
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The Ctdtural Bntertailnmeat ^  
Goimnltfee of the Texas Unioxc§* 
- ' & Th  ^Department of Mtisic 
By JAY SHARBUTT: 
i'- AP Television Writer 
NEW YORK" <AP) — If 
you've enough patience to 
stick with a very moving story 
told very slowly in two hours, • 
watch "Death Be Not Proud";: 
Tuesday night on thfe- ABC 
Television network (channel 
- W -  -i 
It's a dramatization of John 
Gunther's 1949 memoir about 
the last months of his son, 
Johnny, who <lied of a brain 
tumor at 17 shortly after 
graduating from high school 
with honors in 1947. 
Veteran actor Arthur Hill 
portrays the globe-trotting 
author and radio .commen-. 
tator; Jane Alexander plays 
his ex-wife, Frances; and an: 
excellent newcomer, Robby 
Benson, plays their dying son. -
THE SHOW, in addition to 
being a profile in courage, 
also-is a study of how the boy's 
fatal illness reunited his 
parents (if only for a short 
time) and how it belatedly 
made Gunther realize that his 
career and travels never gave 
him time to really know'his 
STUDENT 
HOUSING 
RENT, BUY 
OR SELL 
SOMETHING? 
Then let 
son. • • _ ;v -
. Parts of. the pr^rain. were 
filmed at Deerfield Academy, 
an exclusive! Massadiiisetts 
preparatory school young 
Gunther attended. . : -
And; it is there in late fall 
that the show starts, as 
Gunther Sr. returns from a 
tour, of postwar .Europe to 
visit his son, a bright, robust, 
unfailingly polite lad of no dis­
cernible faults or ailments. 
AFTER. SOME too-long 
segments to establish that a 
globe-trotting father^, makes 
for a lonely son, the program 
moves into the unexpected'il­
lness that strikes the - boy 
down and finally kills him. 
After an operation, the grim 
medical report is tha't he has a 
brain tumor "the size of an 
orange." Half the tumor has 
been removed and the doctors 
hope the rest can" be' bumed 
out with x-rays. 
BUT THE TUMOR is grow­
ing. Yet the boy,'his head in 
bandages, refuses to sur­
render. With the help of his 
parents, he "continues his 
studies at home and makes no 
change in his plans to attend 
Harvard after graduation. 
ITS A POWERFUL story. 
Unfortunately,- the script is so 
self-consciously sensitive a 
slight breeze might. collapse 
THE DAILY 
TEXAN 
CLASSIFIEDS 
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CALL 471-5244 
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z¥mWinner of 5 tony awards 
Directed by FeUenco Fetlini; tUU*$niphitioH:''^ Fhe ftooAC, • 
• 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12 . 
MUNiaPAL AUDITORIUM, 8 PM 
Broadway's dazzling musical comedy 
it—"One of the best musical staging 
to be seen on Broadway in years.  
iivivBarne 
ces Fee 
ary 10 
Ms- < Burdine Au<ciiU>rium S f .> 
$1.00 UtStudenti;! 
mmrnirn $1.50 Members >&: 
it. And Hill and Miss Alex­
ander underplay their roles 
almost to the point of extinc­
tion. 
But Benson salvages the 
show with a brilliant perfor­
mance, subtly illustrating the 
progressive stages of young. 
Gunther's disease in a way 
that suggests he studied 
medical texts on it as inten-
sivelyas he did his lines of 
dialogue. 
It's an Emmy-caliber effort 
and well worth the patience'' 
most viewers will need "hi 
watching "Death Be NoV 
Proud.". 
SQAFCBEEETl 
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TONIGHT " 
O.K. 
LITTLE'S 
POWER PLAY ! 
11 PhSSTNll 11 
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Austin Municipal Auditorium 
Tickets available at Inner Sanctum. Magic Mushroom. 
Chess King. Pants South tRiverside). 
All seats reserved 
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at right neighborly prices. 
• 5209 Cameron Read . 
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CA/CH, pool ovarlooklng craek. lot* of 
traai. Walar. an. and cibia TV paid, mr 
asm St. 49MIU or ast^ sn. 
2 BEDROOM ALL SILLS PAID 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Larflj* apartmeitfc, tufty shag carpeted. 
CA/CH, all MlHn kHaten. each apart­
ment has its own private patio or 
bafcony, poot trees. lOOtWestZS .^ «7ft-
<5»7 or <S1-«S3X 
br) 
IWV 
Luxury Apartments 
with aD the Goodies 
1 BR. $155 Eff. S130 
Wh West ot Guadalupe 
7»07 West Ave. 474-1712. 
NOW LEASING ' 
ASPEN. WOOD 
Under New Management ' T" *" 
Spacious Ctftitemporary 
Living! 
2 Pools - Covered Parking 
^SHUTTLE • CITY BUS ROUTES 
INTERESTING 
tXMNTOW* BUIUMnG H HO rrt old 
— — "> ntlwad In n-
tt*^ »S^«£S3;-- TOAVY" uJcATlott 
- i^ ^TSn 1 BR. J149-2 BR. $199 
.4539 Guadalupe 452-4447 
. Rerinfermafio 
Kareo Soykandail 317-4741; Jim 
LaCReeca i Assadaies.SlHSiS. 
FURN.  APARTS.  
Come Live With Usi 
- 1 LEX PAUL war PMM iMnar. trs. 
I Pa—wn. alar** «riai caaaatla playar 
i tm.mrsn.tro^rm.A»ivrSm. 
!. HAMMONO OPSIGMT Ptono good coo-
i •aMM Mara. Call 441-
. J 7Mi«narSc»p.m. 
1 FEMOER PttECESKOM Ban. Hard 
I ^mm- cord* wtrt ilfhy original u» 
.EKFIELDAREA.lbadroomwItfiaYw-K 
«»a FumWia<| or gnfuraiilM. From 
Mjy« »tot.*aielt|f. m> Watt Lynn. 
4n-7m, 4rnuz Barry OiWngwaiar 
I BEDROOM>IK ptoi E. Naar campui 
• f tfwitM. camaniant to downtown. Mm TJRAS"" •.J*"*. 407 W. *H. 4SMNI 4IMMZ. BarryoilllngMtar Ca 
f  j £ < £ £  ~  
i *EW FEMOER Mo marb amd. E* "Ott Barrr CIBInjwatar Co. 
.» - -
EFFICIENCIES 
»PU 
JS 
CLOSE TO CAMP S 
-E BU
. CMtll Randy. 
t W »»V !.» dlttortlOn. rayarb. 
eanaM Caiiditlun. Mult MH. 1 
^Vr. <7ny74'mo» n*wgt. - - T • 
O^ATIO" ACCOUSTIC Cvttar artM , 
, BEAT 
INFLATION CUITAKSTKINGSETS: . SMVV MOHHE* MARMOHICAS SAW WK : YAMAHA CUITATO Sayalt* 
AMSTERMUSIC 
; MM LAvaca 
I.B6IHI00MWP~Emda«<cylln. vary 
-tlda weraga >»allaMa. pool and un 
V ASSUME LAST4montfttof laataat latt 
A»ynt pr»ry»t l>llia prlca. Larga J 
Hwoarn at EnglWi Alra tor tnSAII 
_1
" handball, iwtmmlftg. ontienld, 
: 447-113®. 
COWTEMPORARY APARTMENT. "5 
FWt." EtHdanclai *nd »o«»room>. 
UlSPaima Piaia. 4 >m sumtia tu> 
| Motofcydei^ Scil^ ^^^SSrt^ i; 
" —" EPMPLET.- II- MMITT  ^IU. ABP, 
• P*l YAMAHA Oruntgrwt llltior iMM 
^an .^CaROHPn. 
-srfinJo 
SHUTTL u 
FROMSI25 
J'^ wnl'a Pool, beautifully, lurnlihed. 
doub  ^ or ttudlo bad. all ha«a du-
tiKathar. dlipotal. central air and heat. 
305 WEST 35TH 
MANAGER APT. I* 4S44I01 454-5*61 
, .CMOVE IN TODAY 
LA CANADA 
1300 West 24th 
472-1598 
1 BR « $165 ABP 
WALK - PEDAL "SHUTTLE 
NOWLEAilNO 
LONG VIEW 
• APTS. 
'.'U0$ tenflvMrf--: T 
• 1 & 2 BR 
476^7688 
OAKCREEK 
ARTS. 
1507 Houston 
454*6394 
Efficiencies & t & 1 bedrooms furnished 
& unfurnished. Vow ted ceilings, cable 
Tv. private balconies.'' -
WALK TO CAMPUS 
I BDRMABP-$144 
MORGANA 
APARTMENTS 
. W07 Robbins Place 
•^47»-1841 
HUNTINGTON 
VILLA 
EFF.'.$115 plus E. 
Now luting for the spring. AC. 
»P*ted. pool, on shuttle. 44tn 
. «««a 
CONQUISTADOR 
and POSADA REAL 
NpVV.LEASING 
Prettiest. 1-2 .bedroom apartments. 
"••*r •"!,«•» »»ld. Pool, laundry. CA/CH, disposal; dishwasher, i jedjoom S115. J bedroom sits. 476-2100. 
$129.00 
HANCOCK III 
APTS. 
Furnished hintry efficiency apt. on city 
bus roulK walking ffistapce to shuttle 
• Available now 
4|ooAve. A .Can4]2-l7«t 
NOW LEASING 
$160 
- l-^ edcoom 
-WirBlllTPaid 
Walk toXampus 
Bocklj^ hajrhSquare • 
, .«•. 45*4917; 
K E N R A Y !  
APARTMENTS 
2122'Haiicock.Or. 
Ne«t to Americana T)mtfa,«>alkhig dls-
???. •®Itor^ L«0P Shopplno Center 
and Lubys- Near shuttle and Austin 
'
r«!«n-.Two bedroom flats, one and two 
baths. AvaHaNtone J bdrm. 2 ba. with 
new shag-carpet; CA/CH.'dishwasher, 
disposal., door lo door garbage pickup. 
P°®Lw*W^ t^arvlea If desired, wasnater la 
™^ye«. Seeowners, Apt, llldr call 
' ALL CilLlliS PAID 
2BR4240 
1 BR $149.50 
- Mlnt-Eff $112.50 
.• 4 BLOCKS WESTOFFORAG 
; 240#LEDNr 47M447. ' 
1 BR Furn. 
AAARK IV APTS. 
. . 3100 Speedway • 
475-0736 478-4096 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
.? 
NOW LEASING 
luiuttn 
Clejn and attractive. For roommates. 
SISS. Four couple or single, ills Come by aod.sae owner. 
HARMON 
HOUSE 
Near University Ifcl bedroom. Furn-
Unturn, TVCeble, AC Water, Gas Paid 
471» Harmon Ave. 
Manager No. 101 ' . (I59-S67I 
ay top money for. tha! "per$anal .. icn.M POT further InfontoTion reflaw:^  ^
-;dlng-; opportunities .with" these com« "v' -
•, pameL send S3 to Phoenix AdvertlsUw 
fO B6x 1)707, Atlanta, Ga. 30309 „ ^  
HELP NEEDED. Dishwasher and ; 
#npr»m 
tnnboy. Apply <n person Gordots Billiard 
Parky end Saloon. IM p.nV fMon.*Frl.V 
1 BR -$170 3 BR -$325 
LARGE POOL - ALL BILLS PAID 
MOVE IN TODAY 
Bail Raia oh the Lake 
Shuttle Bus Front Ooor A 2400 Town Lake ardr 
WILLOW 
S50 T,0 TAKE OVER Laata. One 
Bedroom River 'Hills. ABP.: Close to : 
main pool. 44747}4 after 6 pjn. 
SU8LET? ONE bedreoni apartment, 
HfSfS, 31._tll3_plus electric. JOth/Rio Grande. 477-105X 
SUBLEASE I big bedroom. SISS. ABP. 5 
btocks campus. Receive >25 cash 474-
1773 anytime. 
.ASSUME LAST FOUR months 
leas4f-lar(jeM apartment dose to cam-
Pus. Keep my depostl. 447.1200. ;;; . ; 
CUTE EFFICIENCIES near, sMtm.' Old 
"II 
ROOMS 
5TOCK AND MAINTENANCE WORKiiXi Some heavy IHtlng.9<12Monday»Frldey.:& 
. Apply In person *t-Yar!ng's, Southwood v 
Malt Ben White Blvd 
GO-GO DANCERS wanted. Neat club. .-Call for.auditions after-5:30 p.m. 327-
W5  ^
-BOAT:.YARD. Part-time. AlHed ex-v 
perlence necesiary"Imechanical. 
carpentry, paintlng» welding). Only 
stable, mature considered.";Need 
transportation. Vets welcomed. 266*1150. 
WANTED: Dancers for pluih club. Top 
salary plus tips, fall Jan, 477-0005. 
SHARE THE Heritao* of E«.6m streen.; 
Bartenders,., waitresses  ^ wallers, : ; dancer/waltressies/ imaltre'di i bUsper-^ ' $on«r .bookkeeper. Jan or-Sandy; 472< 
1Stt>>4724f2i1. The'Exchange Club Von '' 
WANTED: Talenfed pianlit to'play for 
, ballet dau. Ho<irs necded 9-10:30 TTH,. 
• >4:30 TTH. Rate J2.75/hour- Call Julie . 
Mfller, 471-5793. Eouat Opportunity/Af-
flrmatlve Action, i 
RESUAAET 
1 with or without pictures'^  
2 Day Service 
47|'3210 and 472-7677 
TTPINC Reports,-Resumes. 
^TTieie '^Lktten 
All university and 
bwslneu work 
Last Minute Service 
Open MMMt-'Ht«. 
*•» Crl-Sat . 
bobleAAaii • 
THE CROCKETT COMPANV 
TYPING 'lheses,.manuscnpts, reports, 
.AMTOMAT.ic?TYfNN^^Jetters and 
multl-copl«l orlolnali 
XEROX COPIES - «M0 for I0D coplet 
PRINTINO and*Ct^ ipLETE LINE of 
SUPPLIES ;^';; 
-4S3-7W7 „ 55* Burnet Rd. 
472-8936 
. Specialty;-Technlcal. 
es. dissertation t. PR's, 
NOW LEASING 
1BORM 2BDRM 
$175 * $220 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Dishwashers-2 Large Pools 
Security-
MOVE IN TODAY 
1901 Willow Creek 
444-0010 
NOW LEASING 
1 BR-$145 w  
2 BR- $180 up 
AC Paid 
Tanglewood 
North 
C$20E.45th 
g 452-0060 
1S rile Bus Comer 
" HAVVISl 
HOUSE 
4 BLOCKS FROMCAMPU3 
women only, share b«ih. kitchen 
TEXAN DORM, ms Nueces. Doubles 
si9t/semester. " . Singles. 
S34I.25/semester. Oally maid service, 
central air. Refrigerators, hot plates 
allowed. Two Mocks-from .campus. Co-
Ed. Resident Managers. 477-1760. 
FOR BOYS near. UT AC private bath 
and entrance, icebox. SMSIngle. 47M5J2 S-5 M 2703 Rio Grande, 
FURNISHED ROOM. All bills paid. No 
kitchen, S55. 3310 Red Rlver. 472-t22> 
ROOMS FOR MEN and women. $47.50 
and up. Some wlttt kitchen Uctllttes. 
meals Wallace. 2710 Nueces. 477-»3M. 
ROOMS FOR MEN. 2 blocks UT. MOO Whllls. 477-7551. 
UNF.  HOUSES 
. HOUSE AT 1211 West, 49th. 2 bedroom 
with enclosed,porch, new cerpet. nice 
yard, $100 deposit,, sits/month. Tenant 
pays bills. Mature couple,: no pets or 
children. 83*3104 after 6 p.m. / 
2 STORY. 3 bedroom. 2 both. West S9th 
-sL^OO/mmlh^SSQflLiWQfiSilaifiandy Hunter 454-9711 or;, after .^^ ,^  1 
FURN.  HOUSES 
STARK TYPING.
: Experienced thes ; i i 
manuscripts,: etc. Printing," binding. 
-Charjene stark, 4SJ.52il.:% f^ v .; 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIOER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
Jyplno.^ ^pflrmno. binding. 1515 Koenlg 
BOBBYE OELAFIELD.1BM Seiectrlc 
pica/elite, 25 years experience,: books, 
dissertations, thesel/ reports. 
mimeographing. 442-71I4; 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, raports and 
law briefs. Experienced typist. 
Tarryfown. 2507 Bridle Pattir UMTalne 
Brady. 472-4715. ' 
| "^ >MI^ . BOpOUR'S TYPING SERVICE. 
LAKE AUSTIN oulet country Jiving.' IS 
minutes. downtown<ampu$. ,One BR 
mbbiie home, $70;.2 BR, 1120; 3 BR, J130, 327-1091,-327^151:; • 
CHANGE YOUR LIFESTYLE. 
Professors, graduate students. Rent 
fabulous house at . fabulous Lakeway. 
Furnished or unfurnished. Low winter 
>rate*r261-5355. After-5 p.nv»161*6043._ 
SUBLET COUNTRY* HOUSE. Private. 1 
bedroom furnished. 12 minutes UT; $110. 
•36-5181. . . 
'*$2 these*; dissertations andbooks 
VcuraMy. fast and.reasonable, 
i J^  ^*W®«A®n^on /equestr Qose In. 47|f)}3.'. Hi1,11 lib 
PRIVACY GUARANTEED. For work-
rant woman. Quiet ing 
netg 
indT 
476^051 
- furn. 2 FAR NORTH, completeiy.badfoom house. i50^m>t. S150 rent 
APARTMENT 
^  HUNTING 
is a pain, in the 
! ! ! ! •  
But Habitat Hunter^can 
Help, with a FREE 
 ^Loca^n aSiejyilctf 
| specializing in student 
A complexes with access 
to shuttle. . . : 
Come by or Call 
Habitat 
Hunters 
Ooble Mall/ Suite Ba. 
2021 Guadalupe 
. 474-1532 . 
BROWNSTONE ' 
PARK APARTMENTS 
PRIVATE ROOMS-TWO blocks campus, 
central air. MaaW service, kitchen, co- -
ed. 2411 Rio Grande. 476-2551 after 6:00 p.m. - _ •; 
MALE GRADUATE Student. Private 
entrance. Private.bath. Quiet 
neighborhood. Rosedata area. Price 
negotiable. 4SMGB3L • 
SINGLE ROOM'forsutHaasa at Oobie Center. 476-5647  ^
LOST & FOUND 
NEAT. Accurate and pnAtlY typing. 70 
cents per page. Theses95cants,taU447-
2737, f. :  
fNEEDATYpiST? we're ^ -secretarial 
' specialist. Resumes, letter*, ttieses. 
legal; stati$tical research pepers, etc. 
Pick*up and delivery avalJab!e. tl7-3323, 
VJ.P. Seq t^*rlal Service. 
Just North of 27th at 
Guadalupe 
2707 Hemphlij Park • 
sSgi&feiblg&ji 
ROOMMATES 
ROOMMATE' NEEDED to tharo. two 
bedroom house, Trayit Heights, by Feb.' 
first. IB m0nth. L0uiS; 447-llM. . 
MALE .WANTED,: North Austin. Share ", 
house with 2 others. s7J/blllt, pen ok. 
»36-3967 atrer » p.m.,. ... j 
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Wanted. Own -
room ST7/month plus -rt bills. Call'441-1010 after 5:30.' f- V. . 
LOST HIPP* HOLL.OW. 30-Lb: female 
Vlssla, short rusfy hair. 150 Reward. 451-
5143 alternoonv3»5-220» mornings, 
LOST U75 SR. RING. KA Crest. Lost 
Monday evening 1/20/75 on 3rd floor 
BEB. Reward.,451-7231. i, ;, 
LOST 1-22-75 yellow Alrican Trade Bead 
Necklace with spun silver links between 
beads. Reward. Cheryl. 442-7249.. 
t°?.T FEMAI-E SIAMESE. 6 months. I-
"a* cowlick at center of chesl. 
•Vlcjj^  |N£,R«te. Genefous reward. 
LOST-MALE CHOW UT Vicinity. 
Reward. 459-553$ Day, 452-1727 Evening. 
UNF.  APARTS.  
' MBA'  ^
TYPING, PRINTING^BINDING 
;^,-:THE'C0^PLE^  ^
. PROFESSIONAL7^  •> 
FULLTIME 
TYPING SERVICE 
1! :
"472-3210 and472-7677 1^ 
SERVICES 
i 
MALE ROOMMATE .Wanted to share 
ntca 1 br apartment on aitti, 165 ABP.-CaU 451.-45ir  ^ >• 
WANTED - roommate for take house. 
Prefer fem*le. 266-1t92, , 
FEMALE.SHAREVroomY l^der 2 
bedroom house. Prefer graduate student ; 
FREE HALF MONTH rent with 6 month 
tease. $134 jo. iv bedroom, sad Paulo 
Aparlment$. Shag, .pool, balctnles, 
mahogany panelled, one block park. 
Tavern; shuttle  ^ 15th Street. 47^5072, 
MUST SUBLEASE >Urg« one btdroom 
immedlatelye- Kaepliiy.deposit; 441*4569 • call anytime. 
after.5:Wf0f.dttal!fr;rJ,^  ^ • — 
• ;SiNTRODUaNG  ^
, a ? Lone Star:Movers# 
We ain move you'at^  qulckly,. lfte> 
lively, an# as safely as anyone: Wa. do 
Iwtaboutallklri^ Wmovinolobs. For a >. 
irte estimate call LONE STAR ^  
MOVERSand compare us with othen. If 
you have a houseful, a robpifut> a piano, . 
appliances,boxes. ouMitng 0tw|na 
4f 
PUBLIC NOTICES 
iw.worklmi^ person.>1p2^0,Vi^ blllilAve. 
J-713/. -.^ -1 
| Stereo-FofSai» 
RATES *6w.: One 
I Red- Wver^  Act iv, 
NO. WT. 47V0.33 
- AMPEX STEREO S 
- racarder. s»**lt w 
"jmehenes-RetaB: 
Systan 
a<«Mnat, 
«tSi.M 
em-Casselte 
Tor. speakers, 
t SI Kl TM-
i:fSS!E-.?l"-F„MOHna* rent'with * 
 ^ Mbse. SW4 JO bne bedroom, Sao Paulo. Apartmanti, skag. .pool. 
bWcontov .maihdBeny pmfled, one 
— iTajatji, shuttle, ijm strekt. 
:J W-HJJ Speakers U5. Panasonlc-
; Financial 5 <g«»7 after tp^n. . 
WET store*. AMfFm receiver 
; i rw5af^ icr.ty."M# 
, AIR SUSPENSION SPEAKERS 
IM M FIM specs fadude wtde fonel 
distort iotli alactrenk 
f«n awrMii' iifMlftfi 
m_ moid4d griO$. Pair 
UHoSo F?EIGHT SAL*5^ ? 
UK N LAMAR J> a," 
NON-FRIM 
: SHUtn* BUS, ABP," I bedrbom pool 
NE*HtFFICI8l»CIES-Fumished~im: 
W- 
*
m
-^  
WA»rrg,O.Apartment managers.^  
P"SiWl couples send resumel, Til 71747 
SATURDAYS* 
LARGET BEDROOM. 1(* beth.patlo. 
«wW' and laundry. 
2!!ttKEtai (Across from-Peasa; 
;CIENC*. APARTMENT, twenty 
IlJOr 
2 BLOCKS TO CAMPUS 
FROM S145 ALL BILLS PAID. 
I » I bedroom efficiency. Full kitchen, 
carpefe* large walk-In closets. Oriental 
furnlshliws. PeacetuI courtyard with 
472-2147-- 472-416]' 
Barry Oliilngwater Company 
TIREO OF THE ; -STERILE APT.? IT * 
;Oo by and see our I badroom fumlpietf ; 
apts.atlOWvr.26th and17l4 Summit. 
^^Beauttfuforoundswithtreai* pool, ; 
AC panaiod. Older cpmptax, solidly 
Mtttiasplut E.-;;• • 
; 40+MB - • 
, FREE BEER from 2:30 until 9:00 Tues 
day February 4th. Drlve Norih on -
Guadalupe 9 blocks from Intramural , 
f leid to 615 Del Ray, SWS.00 all Irtllt paid 
>GREAT;S^RlNOaAd$Ummefl0(»fi^ ---% 
rbuUt around swimming pool. Located on -V 
• north side of Town Lake. Owner will payi 
t$0(orpersonaldecora1ioa.Di$countfor 
,1 year te*$4; Large 2'BR' 2 BA with 
,pr|va»e bath. and watMn closets. >215 >-h 
ABP. iairdtf f$fudto 2 BR . 1 BA, SI49 " 
Are conveniently tocafed 6> priced rteht. . 
14 I bedroom apartnWnts iocatad on. 
shuttie bui route >» . . • • • i-
From SI42J0 xJitiJ ^  NON-5MOKIWG;FEMALE headedJIOW!: 
- ALL ildiPAIO  ^ > ^ -3  ^ "Your :«wn. room. in.South Autfln: 
SIM^Lamar ?  ^ttMIH' to^house.Wl.Qytetarea,444-«92. 
. : '•' * t*ngo?(p^ op#f,y  ^ FEMALf;RO(^ MATE foihar^ larga2 
"$T35" 
F 4511 
,,lbaih apartmtnt.'>74moMh 
ptus ^ HiitirER Awrii*. mam. i 
FEMALE SHARE cute duple*'J blocks' 
, from campus.Qwn room>.V> elec.Deb-
bie.47t.Mt3 enfffm*... 
-ai? 
GINNY'S 
COPYING 
,  ;  MILANO f  
APARTMENTS 
ALL BILLS PAID '! 
New reduced rates. on our luxury 
^efficiencies and S bedroom. 2- balh 
.apartments.-Town Lake area. Call to-
$152.50  ^ '  
1 Bedroom 
l ; - ' ; DORADO •.  >  . "«m»TosH^g. .  
; ,^ Si472«W 3J&#SSS'SiJfe, FRI'S-SHURRLE BUS CORNER ^  .# F. ,?FCH6CK OUR SUMMER RATI» VLW«AABJ,5-SW 
MISCELLANEOUS 
NOTICE OF INTENTION : ": 
• • TO INCORPORATEi .. 
. Notice . 1$. herebys olveff lhat Wayna w >.f .laVr 
EdWa^d~Sarvant/d/b/^ VaTveLI%^42uOblB-AApa\4>. 
a u i d a t o r * ,  w h o $ #  p r i n c i p a l  b u s M t s s  o f * v '  • f  
•i« i$ located at WirParm'to Merket ~ 
iRoad t»6a;HarrtikCwntr/Texas, 
• tends, on or before JenUaiV 1,1975, to be ? 
incorporated without a chanoe Of flrm 
name, pated December 19* W4,2-
. Wiyna Edwai^ SaiWrOwnar^ . : 
•• V\v' i 
Fr«e:i „ 
7a4n.-10 p.rp. MfT* 
.9" »;m. v, S p.tn.;Sat. 
47W171 
'apartment near cam- UNF.  DUPLEXES 
GENERAL REPAIR collective^will fin 
: anytHIng" anytime anywtiefR anyhow. 476-22TO. ' - •, - . -
CONFIDENTIAL CARE<4pr'pregnant 
Vnmal*rled .mothers.. Edift--G l^ajne  ^
1700 
day 
442*2736 
\ y Home;. 2301 Hf mphllf. Fort Worth.; 
I r> freenumb#r.1-loym-l 10*; 
^ABORTION ^ 'ALTERNATIVES! ,> Preg-
* 
- 
"intend dis>mted?Tielpls at nasr as 
HALLMARK 
APTS. 
i Hew efficiency, custom furn.. all srifh ' 
- big balconiesfor your ptants. Creaf loca- : 
tloagr^ ^ng^^^ i^y. 
' } 
,$135 
70S West 34th 
" 454-8239 
.-/?> • • 
Homes-For Sola. 
TIR8QCHBAPIE Oupto Good Income 
xjmrni. ijaer shape, i|ae owe Hyde 
/l«n<iig evanawe u 
Jfel WANT '-A BUY* anoM house, subscribe 
'ftfC#.ON»BgbROCM aptrtmeiiri &S$&B 
SBLOCKS-teca 1 bedroom, 
dishwasher. 
TheCeh-
472-7746 
G*«AT1 BOR, A^?abulou» location 
^Wk^campus 
my dog; CHARMING CONTEMPORARY , 
3 ? BUNGALOW Vi - ?ALX, TO VCLASS 
PertKt tU* loraubtarAwrei. ttwio 
WtaMMat add lmmacwtate conditio? t 
MacfifgiMt^ Mw dh£*t>»r; soaring 
c«lild«ii^ ,*^ M I^tHled private 
RESIDENT -
SATISFACTION 
is one good reason for living etf 
South Shore/ 
QUIET LIVING ' 
3 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 
Urge one bedroom apts. tm to-1150 
plus electrlflty (at low comtrtercial 
rates). Pool, laundr- ""——" — 
f. Rio House. Grande. 
1 DOYOUNEED. . 
7 A TROUBLESHOOTER IN AUSTIN? 
Tell us your proMemt • you be the 
general we'll be your aides . s-tv 
- THE GENERAL'S AIDES -
• ; I70» Park View Or  ^i 
Austin, Texas - - 7I7J7 
-Tel 15121 m-riU (Any day or nighl) 
Opera r«J byT.x-en:now Tn lourn.llim 
, , .r. -
n rs r-TTV/ WMt Tflelp.l MisM t
'PRETTY DUPLEX. 
fenced backyard, mMn4 pkrklng, ex­
tra storage room. ipius, washer, 
connections. — 
nlthed;il<o 
.. day^^W'W., 
' WWING/Hauiing Serilcft Apartir 
FURN.  DUPLEXES 
SOUTrti bedrodRl CA/CH;te«ead patto'-v 
dishwasher. |1M gas> waler/pald. 47t- -: 
ll Serv(er,Apartmentt. 
-e,LwRi5etll»^7lAny!fiT». 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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Continually in the last year, 
Students on this campus have • 
been'frustrated over and ovei | 
Sgain with -the' alienation 
between faculty and students' 
and th&hdomineering ad­
ministration. This frustration 
has 'been. pushed to such a 
point' that widespread apathy 
has blanketed the campiis: . . 
But students must realize 
that they still have a voi$i in 
the. current University con­
troversies. That voice is The 
Daily Texin, and it must 
maintainoonstant representa-
tion of the! ideas and opinions 
of students; 'f" 
• PRE^ENTIAL ; 
SELECTION COMMITTEE 
— The Texan must maintain a 
constant rally over the firing 
of University President 
Stephen Spurr. In addition, the 
Texas Student Publications 
Board should initiate a funded 
study group, consisting .of 
students and faculty, which 
would .review the most 
promising candidates , in the 
country and lobby before the 
regental selection committee 
. in^tteirb^lfi; '^:^;^^,... 
• BUiLblNG USE FEE 
CEILING .— A. ceiling oh this 
fee whicheats away at half of 
our total tuition costs will be 
proposed .in the 64th 
Legislature, the Texan must, 
maintain constant support of 
this measure to see that the 
lid is kept on this already 
overburdening educational" 
cost. 
• MANDATORY UNION 
FEE RAISE — Although^yp-1 
porters of the raise^feve 
claimed thajnis4$ffiiif ytfcfc&l-
ing on _thls fee -wW not 
autortjgil|fiaUy<3aise a raise irt 
theftSEuitj^iifltf tend to make 
an, ewotual. raise easier. 
Students should not be forced 
to pay more for a Union which 
they do not even h&ve.l 
• UNION EAST - In an un-
' usual instance, the Board of 
Regents has allowed a poll to 
be taken of student opinion on 
the oewj Union. Thtf Texan 
should conduct; its own poll 
concerning this issue so that 
accuracy between the two can 
be insured. The student voice 
' concerning the Union East 
must be a fair and accurate 
pool of'opinion. 
• FACULTY, AND STAFF 
SALARY RAISES - This is 
one of the most neglected 
areas of University considera­
tion. If we are to do anything 
about improving the quality bf 
education here it has to start 
with increased salaries for 
staff anc| faculty. The Texan 
ill Garland 
'Scott Tagliarino 
should push for .those -in­
creases when the 64th 
Legislature .concerns the 
University budget this ses­
sion. The level of pay for those 
«in- control of our education 
must be ihcrea,sed above jand, 
beyond . t he nationa 1. 
educationalranking of this un­
iversity. . 
• ADMINISTRATIVE 
INTERFERENCE IN TSP 
AFFAIRS. The < recent dis-
qualification.of..two TSP; cer­
tified editor candidaj^sby the 
president ad 'inteiHm 'is but 
another example of the 
wrongs of toVSSP Charter 
which gives'the University ad­
ministration authority over 
these matters Thfa js wrong. 
The'"ISP'Board sho uld-be in-
Sjjfendent to make- their_o wn 
decisions, and thischange in 
their operating 'structure 
must be made in .thfe coming 
year. •• . 
There are also several 
things which I feel need to be . 
changed and reformed within 
.The Daily Texan, itself. 
However, all these changes 
center -around one central 
philosophy. ^ Jiv '?'•'* < 
4 CONCENSUS OF. 
OPINION - The Daily Texan 
is funded by a wide variety, of 
students with: different 
opinions and ideals: Too often 
in the past; the editorship has 
been controlled by one faction 
of this University* Tbe.Texan. 
should never be antiplled by 
any faction but shoidd reflect 
the- majority of'opinion. If • 
elected, I hope to take in all " 
considerations before talking a 
stand on.an issue.wemust try 
to represent everyoneTtathon 
the editorial page and in our 
news coverage.' 
Two main reasons influent- -
ed my candidacy : 1) to insure 
that a' qualified journalist 
would be elected Daily Texan 
editor, and 2) t^ offer students 
a candidate', free from 
political connections, 
• I have served The Texan 
" during the last year as assis-
tant manag'mg editor. make-
up editor, copy editor and 
staff writer. My Texan work 
experience covers two long 
sessions and one summer.-
In; addition to Texan ex­
perience, I have completed 27 
hours in the School bf Com­
munication. My supportive 
fields include French (15 
hours)'and English (2i hours 
after spring, 1975). ? 
Goals for theupcoming year 
are: V • '"'.'vf . • >•, 
• An insurance that The 
Texan will be able to survive 
financially. With a hard-
fought battle, well over half 
the student body chose to sup­
port The. Texan; but without 
another fight this year and 
every year. The Texan will 
degenerate into a "journalism -
lab." 
• Opening the doors of The 
' Texan to hear what students 
want, to read in the paper. > 
Women's athletics, and In­
tramural sports - (competitive 
' anil noncompetitive) are oidy 
a few of the events presently 
• receiving inadequate 
coverage. 
• Improving the quality of' 
life in Austin and the Univer­
sity by Supporting Jeff Fried- • 
man as mayor and promoting 
independent. progressive 
voices on the City Council. 
• An evaluation of the in-
• creasing parking problem on 
campus and also an emphasis 
on safety programs for 
bicyclists. 
• Presenting the students' 
side 6f paying for an increased 
Union fee Sn: times when 
building' use fees dominate 
tuition bills: 
• Continuing battles against 
discrimination, purposeless 
construction and. ad-
ministrativeinterference. 
• Promoting the Texas Stn-
dent PublicationsBoard to in­
sure student input necessary ' 
to provide voting members a 
basis for judgment ' 
Eddie Fisher  ^
Mary Walsh. Barry Boescfa 
and Mark Villanueva were 
hurt by the actions of the Tex­
as Student PublicationsBoard 
and by the actions of Dr. 
Lorene Rogers. The move by 
the TSP Board to reopen filing 
after the Monday meeting was 
an indication that the;board 
felt the three candidates who 
filedWere not qualified." The 
board reaffirmed their Moo-
day decision ,by first decer­
tifying diary. Barry and 
Mark. After pleas were'made 
to the board to vote their con­
science, Barry and Mary were 
certified. The minutes, were 
given to Dr. Rogers Thursday 
morning, but a report/wasn't 
released until 5 pjn. Friday. 
The timing of the release 
hurt every candidate whether 
or not he or she was certified. 
The approval of the minutes, 
•even with questions, of legali­
ty, should have been done 
faster. If candidates Were 
called in to defend 
themselves, or if the'full TSP 
Board had explained their 
votes, the time delay would be 
more understandable. Not 
only did the timing of thedeci-
sion hurt the candidates' abili­
ty to react, students did not 
know who the. qualified can­
didates were until Monday. 
Hie' bureaucratic system is 
to blame for the injustices 
Mary, Bairy and Mark receiv­
ed. The TSP Board had rates 
it discovered it must obey. 
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WAX DIPILATORY 
The s^HmjyaY to arch eyebrows and 
remove unwimUR a^cial hair. 
Call today for Billie Stout' our specialist-in 
this service. 
ABANA UNISEX HAIRSTYUNG ' 
1910E;Riverside 1 -.t 4#2-7924. 
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by definition 
Repudiates Censorship 99 
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SCOTT TAGLIARINO 
_ TEXAN EDITOR. 
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Nest year is going to be ah 
excellent time to be editor of 
The Daily Texan. Things are 
changing fast like most jonr-
nalists. change is one of my 
main fascinations. 
Each editor in the past has 
brought his own personal 
touch to the newspaper. I'm 
not about to say that I can 
make the Texan into a mini-
New York Times. But I do 
have a lot of good ideas for 
helping The Texan reach its 
full potential. 
When I say The Texan has 
the potential to be the most 
distinguished liberal 
newspaper , in the state, Tni 
not kidding^ Think, of all the 
resources that are available. 
On this cainpos are experts on 
everything in the wprld and 
libraries stuffed with infor-
' matron. The State Capitol is 
right down the street There is 
scandal and corruption olr 
every corner. We've got a lot 
of fine writers and 
researchers here, too. 
The Texan should take ad­
vantage bf all these resources 
. and initiate a permanent in-
vestigative team. It would be 
foolish to believe that an in­
vestigative team would con­
stantly be bringing scandals of 
Watergate proportion to light. 
But there are a lot of things 
going on of deep interest that 
a normal beat reporter hasn't 
the time to get into. An in­
vestigative team could do 
stories that take a great deal 
of research. 
The editor of The Texan 
should be an advocate. An 
editor should realize and par­
ticipate in the issues at hand. I 
will agitate against sexism 
and racism and will recruit 
women and minorities to work 
Willard Hall 
on my own staff. This is just 
another way of making The 
Texan better and more rele­
vant newspaper. 
Beat reporters who cover 
long and complex issues 
should be encouraged to write 
interpretives. Reporters by 
necessity must become ex­
perts on the events they 
cover. Many times complex 
events are reported in 
segments and readers have a 
hard time following what's go­
ing on. 
Interpretives enable the 
reader to gain the reporter's 
insight and knowledge into the 
"truth" of an event Inter­
pretives should always be 
clearly labeled as such. 
Above all. The Texan should 
be fair. A lack of fairness only 
serves to lower a newspaper's 
credibility. As a Texan editor, 
I will always strive for 
fairness and the highest level 
of truth. The two go hand in 
hand. 
(EDDIE FISHER continued.) 
Would it be fair for the TSP 
Board to be allowed to inter­
pret the rules hrall cases, or 
is the certification process 
even necessary? All the cer­
tification p rocess means is 
that the administration 
doesn't trust students to *lect 
an editor. If the TSP Board is 
given rules they must follow 
them to the letter. An editor's 
race would benefit from let­
ting the students decide which 
candidates were qualified, 
either, through-»TSP input or 
through a direct election. 
"Conndtantthip by eon-
gultantship, ride by rule by 
rule by rule, firing by firing, 
grant by punt, allocation 
by allocation, business and 
government are taking the 
university. They are taking 
it away from the students, 
the faculty, and itself. This 
is a conquest. The average 
student or professor has 
only a worm's eye view of its 
happening. The shrewd and 
purposive Frank Erwin has 
a hawk's eye view." 
Bonnie Dagger 
"Our Invaded Univer­
sities" 
Problems of the University. 
educational system have for 
tob long been virtually ignored 
• by The Daily Texan. 
It is now time for The Texan 
to give wings to -the worms, 
wings to the perceptions of 
students and faculty so they 
may at least have the hawks' 
vantage, if not the hawks' 
. capacity for immediate 
change in the University. 
I don't promise an intangi­
ble reorientation of The Texan 
toward more University news. 
I do propose an investiga­
tion of each University 
department, inspecting each 
for. the quality of education by 
means of student and faculty 
Iriews. 
"University Focus," in a 
series of approximately 50 ar­
ticles, would: 
• Examine student views of 
department curriculum. 
• Seek comparative views 
of transfer students. 
• • Evaluate the effec­
tiveness of professors 
• Examine the position of 
•teaching assistants. 
• Question the necessity of 
degree requirements. 
Compare' teacher-student 
ratios. 
• Investigate the need for 
more facilities (Do we really 
need all this construction?) 
• Explore whether popular 
professors receive tenure. 
• Expose inteidepartmen-
' tal controversies which in­
terfere iw.with department' 
quality.";; \ \ >' 
—Taxon Staff Photo* 
Bill Garland 
Provide a forum for 
students and faculty to air 
departmental issues. 
When concluding articles 
sum up the findings, a disena­
ble pattern will perhaps 
emerge, perhaps fonly a 
colfage which somehow beara 
an uncanny resemblance to an 
Erwin profile. 
University Focus would, 
supplement regular city, and 
state coverage in the -Texan. 
Though cont inuing to  
spotlight progressive issues of 
interest to students, the Texan 
editorial page would consist of 
firmer positions than those 
currently offered on Page 4. 
With added University in­
ves t iga t ion ,  a  l ive l ier  
editorial page and firmer 
positions on the issues, The 
Daily Texan would strive for 
that level of journalistic ex­
cellence which has eluded it 
so often in the past. 
As we attempt in these 
Univers i ty  years  to  gain  
be t ter  awareness  of  
ourselves, we could only gain 
by increasing awareness of 
our institution, while impar­
ting that awareness to thos£ 
both old and new in the 
University administration 
Who will ultimately decide the 
University's direction. 
SENIORS: 
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Interviewing an ad agency is like falling 
into wonderland. It hums with magic and 
mystery, and you might ask yourself, 
"How do I fit in at this place?" •-
I can answer that question. 
The Jim Albright Advertising Seminar is an 
intense three-day focus on these specific 
themes: 
1. How to interview an agency 
without sounding like a'fool; 
2. How an agency works; and 
3. How to think and act like a 
copywriter, art director, producer 
or AE. 
The first two themes are to help you with 
your interview, but they are by far the 
minor aspects of the course. Holding a job' 
after getting it, in advertising, is the 
hardest part Hence, the importance of 
theme three, now and later. 
If you will give me 175 of your dollars, 
you will receive the above information in . 
an tnformal atmosphere, on a cattle ranch 
30 miles fidtth of Dallas. You will also 
receive three advertising lunches and my 
personal appraisal of yot^r odds on 
making it 
Overnight arrangements are up to you, 
or perhaps up to any'relatives you have 
in Dallas, 
There will be a maximum of 10 persons 
per dusL The spring break seminar will be 
held March 25 to 27. Seminars 2,3,4 and 
5 wfll be held Tuesday, Wednesday and 
.Thursday each week in June. 
. If you want to take ttie'Jlm Albright 
Advertising Seminar, send me a short ., 
letter about yourself, a check for $75, 
and SKxjr choice oiweeks, in order 
preferences 
„- i'*ail to:'Jim Albright 
J:- - Praper^Texas 75Q78 ' 
Credit*. 
BJ, Missouri, '57. 
Doctor of Jurisprudence, Toledo, '64. 
Copy Chief, Bloom, '67. 
Creative Group Head, Tracy-Locke, 
."til'71. 
Same at McCann in Houston, to '73. 
Some accounts: Exxon, Frito-Lay, 
Borden, Pepsi, scores of others. 
Several former co-workers have said 
the following: 
"One of the best copywriters I've ever 
met" Morris Hite, Chairman, 
Tracy-Locke, Dallas. 
' "My first boss. Still the best writer I ever 
worked with." Ken Baron, UT '69, now 
with DKG, New York. 
"A natural, as ad-man and teacher." 
Ron McQuien, President, 
McQuien, Lawson and Knowles, Dallas. 
"A great film producer." Herb Stott, 
owner Spungbuggy Works, commercial 
TV film-makers, Hollywood. 
"A fine all-around advertising talent" 
Jesse Caesar, Creative Director, 
McCann-Eiickson, Houston. 
"A great copywriter and all-around 
advertising man." Bill Hill, Creative 
Director, The Bloom Agency, Dallas. 
For mpre information call: 
214347-2551. No ans 363-6216 
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Stephen Burke' 
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During the TSP elections, 
most of the focus centers on 
(he editor election itself. Bat 
the races for TSP Board 
positions are Just as impor­
tant because the TSP Board is 
a very powerful one indeed. 
One of the powers the board 
possesses is the power toap-
point the Cactus and Pearl 
editors and the managing 
editor of The Daily Texan.In 
thet past; some mild con­
troversy has arisen regarding 
the .appointment of managing 
editors whose opinions of bow 
the newspaper should be run 
and how news should be 
presented conflict with those 
of the elected editors. I will 
vote to appoint a managing 
editor who has a good working 
knowledge of newspapers and 
whose, "newspaper 
philosophy," is similar to the 
editor's own.,,. t , 
• ii>*v; i 
The optional seryice fee; 
which funds The 'Texan, lit 
part, should be kept in the 
public mind to guarantee 
secure Texan funding; I favor 
a continued publicity cam­
paign which would urge per-
Roger Thompson 
This is a statement of Intent 
of Roger Thompson if he is -
elected:, "I will oppse any 
measure that would increase 
censure power to any editorial 
manager. 1 will also propose 
or. support a measure to 
eliminate the most recent rule -
change concerning "misstate-
meht of fact." It is.the' 
editors' responsibility to see 
that the students'publications 
are accurate. I will also work' 
for better understandings on~ 
matters of conflict between 
advertising and journalism 
workers if and when such oc-. 
casions arise. I owe no 
students asid~ask for .no con- ^ f fl ^ >'M 
sons to pay for The Texan 
through the.fee.. 
Motions have been 
presented to the board which 
would place more controls on 
, Texan copy, and.that, to me, 
signifies', censorship* I will 
work to insure that no un­
necessary controls are placed 
on;Texaii copy, and, if the post 
of editorial* manager is 
. vacated for some reason, I 
• will vote to appoint a person' 
who will not abuse the power 
vested inthat position. 
Two 'issues deserve con­
siderable attention-' from 
anyone tunning for a place on. 
the TSP Board.' 
First how is the Texan to be;., 
funded? I don't believe opi 
tional funding can continue to'. 
work for The Texan; for the 
simple reason that anyone 
who wants to is free to pick up 
a copy. For athletic or CEC 
events, which are also " op­
tionally . funded, there is 
someone at the door to check 
IDs, thus insuring that only 
those who have paid get in. 
But with The Texan's system 
of. mass distribution, there Is 
no way?to check who has or 
hasn't paid. 
A negative check-off is the 
best answer for The Texan. 
With this system, persons who 
sincerely do not intoid to pick 
up the paper could later claim 
a refund, yet most students 
would still be paying for the 
paper they read every week­
day. 
- The second Issue relates 
tothe recent' resignation of 
Steve Russell because his arti­
cle was "censored" or 
"edited." The Texan editorial 
manager said Russell's arti- • 
cle was libelous; Russell said 
it wasn't. Probably neither 
knew whether it was libelous 
or not. Libel is a legal ques-
Rim 
Rick Camp 
tion, and 'legal questions 
should be decided < by legal 
counsel. ^ "Professional 
newspapers turn to legal 
counsel when libel is 
suspected. The Texan should 
also. 
The Russell affair brings 
another question . to> the sur­
face. What if taste or wording 
is involved, rather than libel? 
Here, 1 believe'editing might 
be justified, botribt editing by 
an editorial' manager who is 
not a students Which is what 
The Texan has now, A student 
paper should -be/ edited by 
students. 
My candidacy forPlace l of 
the TSP Board is based on the 
. following four points. 
1) It is vitaly important 
that the TSP Board be sen-
•' Sitive to the feelings of the sta­
rt dent publications' staffs. 
Because^ the TSP is a 
. regulatory agency, .the star 
'• dent members are often in the 
perilous position of: sitting in 
. judgment of their peers. A 
board member with this, 
responsibility cannot: pretend 
to be an expert In all the 
• facets of each student publica­
tion, from Pearl magazine to 
the Cactus, and therefore it is 
necessary that he be open to 
the comments, criticisms and 
suggestions of various staff 
members. 
2) There should .be an 
alteration in the current TSP 
requirementsfor.Tex-, 
an editorship thatwogld in­
clude aprovision to allow can­
didates to-fulfjll the, 10-Week 
Texan service quallfication-in 
a single semester, iw 
3) I am totally against any 
motion now, or hi .the future, 
Jim RiHfc ' 
that would rixpand-the^role of 
the person in charge of libel 
protection for The Texan to in­
clude any form of veto power 
concening controversial or 
distasteful subject material. 
"" " ' 
4 ) A ;  n ^ t i v ^ s f i i f l e p t ' f e e  
cheek-off system should be in­
stituted to better guarantee 
funding for The Texan. 
 ^Paul, Watler 
The TSP Board's primary 
responsibility must be to en­
sure qualify publications at 
the University as training 
grounds for. journalism and 
advertising students. This can 
be done hy Increasing the pay 
and incentive pay of Texan 
staffers 'and volunteers In­
volving moreadvertisingma-
jors in tbe.Ttxan advertising 
department: and tyr ensuring < 
the Texan complete editorial 
independence. 
•- In order to increase Texan ' 
staff salaries; TSP: must 
receive guaranteed: funding.; 
The Board of Regents should 
he petitidned and pressured to 
restore the guaranteed fniw 
ding that was tost last year.' 
Failing this, a positive check* 
off system1 should be sub­
stituted for Ihe present 
negative check-off system 
used by'Students to subscribe . departments. 
to The Texan at registrations 
No organization can long sur--
vive when its year-to-year- . Finally, The Texan must 
fundiiigbasis to'imsWhle^r^^ have complete:editorial in-
' "" "
s 
'< dependence.,Only .in cases of 
. *,ul 
providing students with prac­
tical expofence. This donld be 
done in much the same 
manner as the journalism 
department now does with 
Texan editorial and 
jS'-'iyi' 
Jn the aUied'fields of jour­
nalism and advertising;' 
sttdents tearnbestbyprac: 
tlcal experience:; LWbold like 
to see the Department of 
Advertising work closely with 
Texan advertising in 
possible iib^j should the TSP 
Board cqpcern. itself with the 
extents of The Texan. It 
should not be the TSP Board's 
role to serve as a review and 
censoring body on any Texan 
editorial or news story. 
Don Martin^ 
for Place 2 
• The TSP Board 
is charged with the respon­
sibility of formulating stan­
dards for student 
publications, and to see that 
those publications—Texan; 
Cactus and Pearl—are run on 
a sound financial basis. 
The Texan, for example is 
one of the top University 
newspapers in the nation, and 
its professionalism must be 
maintained. As a training 
ground for journalists it offers 
the, unique opportunity for. 
gaining experience'and 
providing' credentials for * 
employment/ Strong in­
vestigative reporting should i 
be encouraged With increased 
staff salaries, particularly as 
incentive pay for volunteers -
and contributors, and 
revitalized recruitment. 
The Texan is also the only 
source of both campus and 
national news for many. The 
board has the responsibility to 
see that The Texan as well as 
all other student publications, 
are as a free and unhindered 
press, covering events fairly, 
yet maintaining an open 
Larry Levin 
Don Martin 
editorial pager for any view­
point: We must begin working 
now for LONG-RANGE plan­
ning in helping: The .Texan 
overcome its loss of assured 
funding. '• 
The board should never 
serve> in a direct censorship 
role; that is the job of the 
editor and hit staff, Ifhe board 
has a policy-making respon­
sibility andit should see to it 
that the editor - candidates 
it certifies are qualifled and 
responsible.'.^* s '' 
. J «ifsfci i 
In light of recent events con-' 
cerntng the editor's race, I 
would propose a change'in the 
recently4 'revised" TSP Hand­
book. It should be the sole 
-right of the TSP Board to cer­
tify candidates for editor. The ' 
board is certainly competent 
enough to waive certain 
qualifications without jeopar­
dizing the chances of qualified 
candidates. 
I support th? negative 
: check-offsystepiforthe fun­
ding of The Texan. I whole­
heartedly support tHe Pearl ,-
and believe jn.it* continual ex­
pansion and improvement 
It goes without saying that I 
would be receptive to any in­
put from my .fellow students' 
concerning any TSP business. 
I readily admit that taking on 
this job will be a learning ex-: 
perience for me and I will be 
actively seeking advice from 
any who wish to offer it 
Scott Turman 
Larry taring 
m 
»• 
Louis 
Delgado 
,^'Lasl. fall,, ooef of my fellow 
pundit* (thanks, Wifey;l: think 
you're wrotten, too) was 
prevented from publishing a 
I am runniikg for the'tSP 
BoardbecauselwanttiP1 
change the confusing 
budgeting policies, protect the 
freedom of our publications 
and insure that students-have 
a voice on the board. 
s.':>.Too often a name is placed 
on the Ullot, the name is 
elected and no one hears the-
name again. I can give all' 
students, an opportunity-, to 
affect the decisions of the 
„ board. 
will approach 'the job withC-
an ofien mind and not play 
politics. I. feell can do the job 
better because, I will listen 
before I talk. I will try to solve' 
the problems rither than -
blame someone for them. 
\ interested students with a 
.question or a suggestion are 
encouraged to call me at 345-
$M4 anytime. * 
Texan Staff Photos 
because' ihey cannotmake 
ends riteelim; the miserly pay^ 
Hlgher pay will not be 
enough though. A conscious 
effort-to find and employ 
minority, students must be 
made. It will be very difficult 
for the TSP board and board-
appointed managing editors to 
pic,™,*™ mlnori««j 
column. The. ensuing cen- ^lth ^ bR?^«>«»!ng at 
worship vs. protecting youth a^ra^rom®cro?g^Me, 
from its i'd«/listift«i:<-
oyerzealousnsness v controvert i 
sy obscured the basis of the 
fehole mess. This w|s that a 
person other than the editor of : " 
The Texan, who Is not a stu- ' 
; dent, has the power to: 
.Withhold material from 
.publication, 
"'This editorial manager is 
^employed by TSP to enforce 
;|fs policies against all but per^ 
linent oiEwcenftiei, invasion of 
.privacy; possible libel, and' 
ijpw, misstatement of fact," £ • 
-stye** policies nothing , 4Jf£ Jkf 0V6 
than TSP'f Excuse for5 .'"4% * 
^ ' " " 
Candidate* for at*Large Bosition 
James 
0«l0add 
means more advertising to 
compensate for {he toss. This 
would reduce tlie effec­
tiveness of The fexan as a 
learning too for the jour* 
nalism ttadeqti, which is one 
of its main functions. Hie pre-,, 
sent distribution system'1st he 
only one economically .feasi­
ble for TSP fqr- two reasons; 
first, controlled distribution 
would require .the develop­
ment of a new distribution 
department requiring vast 
amounts of money TSP can 
not afford. Second the mass 
distribution system is 
necessary to maintain the 
.advertising base of TheTex­
an,. The most equitable 
system to both the student! 
and TSP would be a sbutll 
refundable mandatory.: fee 
that would allow those 01 
character of the school. These 
groups cannot become a real 
university until they free 
thenjselvisfrtm bureaucratic 
and -commei^lalInterference' 
£hd pressure. 
It is with this perspective 
that one should approach work 
on'the fexas Student 
Publicatioiis Board. Naturally 
the function of the~ board can­
not be realized until it is com-
t posed of.'ayihenatne Implies,-
students.-This goal of an all-
student board cannot be 
realized,until it is-of primary: 
importance If we are to 
assume responsibility for our 
own publications. The respon­
sibility mu3t be shoulderedto ^ 
enable us to negotiate from 
the proper position: with the 
workers and administrators 
, and proceed toward liberation 
Jenhirvgi 
,i"MR.feif(t!ie talking horse. , 
of course) wai discussing.hl»^^ 
show with Jerry Mathers (the H 
talking Beaver Cleaver). "My 
writer tells me every line 
I've got to say what he tells 
me" remarked Ed. "It's the 
sarrfeWlth me" re«p6frl&l the 
BeaVer. Annette, who'just 
happehd by, chlmM In that 
she had extra hats for both of 
them if they wanted to go the' 
beach with her. Gienda, the 
Good Witch of the West 
floated In with Ronald 
McDonald and offered to give 
them all a lift. "Oh not I'm 
James 
^r i  S 
• JUSTIFICATIONS OF 
CANDIDATES. Policy set 
forth in4h*TSP Handbook for 
qualifications for Candida# to 
office should:< " 
tfcey are^sta1 
onto'^t 
i&t. 
Scott Turman 
tempt oFoae"regent (IMS) for: 
" daring to sufflest that U.S. 
soldiers might pooibfy : ldli; 
civilians fai: Vfctnam^i>Ii;7®: 
I As the end. of the TSP 
HONfrSTV AND 
INTEGRITY of TSP must be 
>nwintelAei^Tlie boardAould 
cbnstantl^iMve'to'mtintaln 
"Qfe confld«^^ti>estad«iU; 
M your irtpreAntatiVe' IwUl 
w e l o o n t ' e  v a n y  -  a n d  a l l  
moH a , saarter grew nfc»r <OTl).,nie 
ftre often; Texan 'furtber tenra^d tte 
regenta frith strong critfelsm-
ofDeanSilber'sfirbigand the 
dl^osore 6f 
ment, "we do not fond 
anything that we :dq;not coo? 
trol," ringing in their eari,. 
jM^regrataimo^ 
s^ggestldns concerning the ' ciilly 
it*n<jaN»v#hdl{MUclej(. of l^ftthe student* ^ 
they p^ii^s, 
' 55. a Dunn ^ihg io keep some control 'AVer The Texan. If not then 
.they wouldn't have any objec-
• imt to thft editor, and not 
iheir Watchdog being resp6n-
si|)le for their enforcement. 
. H would like to see the board 
concentrate its efforts on 
working for student interests;;, book guidelines for the cer< 
' -and not onjridlng In effort* to aificatlons, The, need in this 
;%botege student efforts w jfl/ea 0 pf doflnlngan 
.1fun their own .newspaper, < Jicccj) table experience level 
3:1 would slw like to wmore it% the editor candidate that is 
minority grou^1 members' both, fair to those wishing'to 
i'M 
SSS^au.- ..... . . 
:• VI I I • IP 
. The, circumstances surroutk 
.<lfniC?:(^-;^»M|fiiEMitl<in 
editor' candidates this "past} 
week have IIIMitra ted the need 
for^revisiori of the TSP ^fand ' 
posed to.the funding to'rega^ .from their paternal yoke 
it and also provide The Texan Two remarks are in order 
with a subscription bas« t<L concerning the role of the 
' wprk from,,.,'| 4 r ''periodical with greatest im* 
;patton.theco|Iege,communi-; 
ime^ajpeStiUrf^ 
^ome^rt^cesslbleto' 
qot that sort of girl!:'Annette: 
'
1 As ydur representative oh 
the TSP Board of Operating 
Trustees I would like to ac-" 
c o m p l i s h t h e  f o l l o w i n g ;  f f ,  
IfREEbol^"^' < OR 
Represented dtt the staffs of all , run'ind also Insure that the! 
WP^enterprWei^but par- •-
(fjiiilarly that The Texan. 
SfveDunn 
laughingly' vouchsafed, piem 
da instantly turned her into * 
bolt of taffeta as an eternal" feXPRESStOtt, Everyone has' 
reminder why NOT to teese.* 
Annette would have soon heei? 
rtprettysummerpaytydress 
had not Beaver .noticed that it 'rshpuft^dotie MiWwriter^" 
was a bolt "from the blue, ndt-an^editiurlbl' mtnager *' 71 
rather than pink taffeta'that THE^"^OLITICAl/ ^ 
Annette had become A piece POWEft1 STRUGGLE' i<r, 
good of. Gienda grudgingly , betwe^h the Uniyerslty ad^ 
agreed to restore Annette to tnihistratibif, the regents and; 
"»nd even throw^ the1 powir, 
of thought ' 
•' 'Twenty 
spaces per lln# 
. tion oi' Trust must 
Ji
.%? ''lv^ <£' — ami the balancefe*4' 
, of poA'er It provides honored , 
l r.Thafs>U by all parties. v^( 
$to iiep in tM right direction 
llii,-would, be tho ralsitig -of' 
mi salaries for'texan staffi 
candidates are qualified for, ^ 
'
L
' "The,' qualifications 
onc4 ,«(ablished" should b#»\i  
pubfiotoed to ensure that those' 
wilhlitf'io run have the tim$ ','1 
to Jtiffat tfie qualifications, 'ay,, 
Andrew 
Tha a'ute'no^iops"untverslt| 
of campus organizations, 
ethnic, social and political; 
• Secondly, emphasis en .con- . - , „ .... —. ..Sv..w »..u, 
tent must-be' shifted away - Prtv{ous, selfsamertesi1 TSP must end, tlie Declare-?, 
' from the viewpoint*of (he UPI " 1 
y and professional journalists; 
. and toward the 'opinions and 
and arfalrj of th« student body t , 
- and faumWr.^'Notevenenough space , , <,• Sj>AFF PAY RAISES for1 
T/ ^ ^ to tell your anxioui readers,"the^plibljcatlens are Im-
What Annette tlWjght^ / < 
rt Boards, Jtm and siMU:^^inMprit^W^^ 
TSP. Board AtHarge ]Post 
Chris Kollala 
• WMNWrttom,,« phenoniWipmo f^ihw 
T„„...stHano(hers, ^iefafd TOBis thatof funding , modem and historic w6rW. u 
'think,It I#,an inexcusable Theftiily.Texkn. T$P«an'f basically a self^veriilrtg iri-^• 
lijitt'qualified v^ffiftd- HdfgW^The ^exartv.stitutioft In which thestlidonts^ ' 
vWMrlty.groiip^embors.are./'^^ay^oi.wouW mean a lois^ and faculty. ,are sovmiignjl 
• denied the opportunity w itf fmm lpofyjho funding, that Is. they .make the' 
• jj,. « 
TSP Board). With 
protectioo from cehsbrshipl 
Thls last Vestige of^stade&t 
power bas dimmed; rfXMtly 
with the Idea df censdrihlp ln 
t h e h a m e o f  ' J g o o d  
taste,"Freedom of sj^edf by 
^ defialtioa repidlates cea-
Co ;;"i'S;W 
u tt ame. my coh  ^
Texan cenaordiip may seem 
jwranqld,butlt:was,Just 
Novemberlm.'^thatedltbr 
i^UT Perihlafr |ijBateflMthlSJpbaildl,300 |;«^|(i^:t^peti^^there' 
•*t I '—rTTTj^ere shredded.duetoiletter 
Riehfll'H V of the UT System and .,T 
.•*"VI1WI 1J  ^ Chancellor L4Walstre.;Press jStLto 
at UT(, Austin f llj 
U2ZGII^ directly on ovr in- -
, , <• « / TT, 7 J . c teresf and involveraent, As a 
A free press is obligated lo member of the TSP Board, f 
Examination and^ would do aU In toy power to 
ayidemattt! Inquiry of WbUc ^.rd against censowhin * 
pjffjciala and institutions, and,f ,• 
•upptjring tlw community with-. %! 
,an dpen "marketplace of. 
ldeai<n However,, fresh air ./j 
andjighttend te mal«(TnanVfi.r 
>werful peoplft, jfhjdictl'^^ 
(i»lhglrfW«eiirte'S6i 
sgmta'ino^itoWMtjij 
m 
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